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KSP investigating allegations against Ward
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The attorney for Mike Ward said
Ward has been cooperating with a
Kentucky State Police investigation.
Ward's attorney, Will Kautz of
Paducah. said he has not yet been
notified by law enforcement as to
the exact nature of any investigation

"To be honest with you, I've had
no one to tell me the nature of the
investigation," Kautz said.
Trooper Dean Patterson, public
information officer for KSP Post 1
in Mayfield, said Post I was not
investigating the matter.
Lt. Robert Shoultz, a spokesman
for KSP's special investigative unit,
said this morning there is an investigation but couldn't provide any

details.
"I can tell you that there is an
investigation," Shoultz said. "I can
tell you that allegations have been
made but we can't identify what
those are yet because were not sure
yet what they all are."
Sholtz said the department wants
to be sure of the facts.
"Once those come to light and
the investigation is completed,

well make that public. But at this investigation will indicate no
time we're just trying to figure out wrongdoing."
what the facts are."
Ward. who serves as commonKautz denied that Ward has done wealth attorney for Calloway and
anything inappropriate
Marshall counties, was already
"Notwithstanding the nature of scheduled to appear before the
the investigation...He has been Kentucky Prosecutors Advisory
cooperating and he is going to Council next week concerning the
cooperate fully in regard to this latest of two DUI charges in the
allegation," he said. "We are confident that in its conclusion, the •See Page 2

County sees
big boom in
2007 tourism
While the entire nation feels the economic crunch of today's market, Calloway County proved to excel in the tourism industry by
dramatically increasing its annual revenue in 2007.
Statistics released by the Kentucky Department of Travel recently showed that tourism in Calloway County was up by 10.5 percent
in 2007, according to an annual report compiled by the Travel
Industry Association(TIM in Washington. D.C.
The 13 westernmost Kentucky counties averaged a 5 percent
increase. Among those counties, Calloway County experienced the
highest tourism increase of 10.5 percent with $56.8 million spent.
McCracken County experience the smallest increase of 1.7 percent.
"Attracting tourists to Calloway County is an
IIII on-going process and local leaders have worked
diligently to expand the number of visitors to the
area," said Lindsay Gelb, executive director for the
Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau. "This
report is good news for the area and an indication
that our efforts are paying off. We are extremely
excited to show growth in Calloway County above
the state-wide average of 6.5 percent."
Kentucky tourism's increase of 6.5 percent
resulted in a staggering $10.72 billion in direct and
Gelb
indirect spending as well as 176,600 tourism-related jobs. Calloway County boasted 693 tourismrelated jobs.
"We know that travel and tounsm are an essential part of
Kentucky's economy," said Mike Cooper, commissioner for the
department. "Money spent on tourism throughout the commonwealth circulates several times into the economy benefiting
Kentucky communities through direct travel and in the service and
retail sectors._ Geib said, "As executive director of the Murray CVB, I am
extremely pleased to see that tourism expenditures increased dramatically in 2007. The increase in overnight hotel stays is a result of
the new events that were hosted in our community."
A few highlights of new 2007 events that took place include: the
USTA Mixed Double Championship Tournament, the Spring
Custom Classic Car Show, the Lovett Live concert series, the Girl
Scout Annual Conference and the Leadership Kentucky Conference.
These new events, she commented, in addition to the new
Hampton Inn & Suites giving Murray an additional 72 rooms, have
attracted tourists to the Murray area."The Murray CVB's marketing
and advertising efforts have also helped spread the word about the
community of Murray. Recently. Murray was featured in Tennis
Life magazine as well as the Retirement issue of Back Home in
Kentucky. These advertising and marketing efforts keep Murray on
the map and help in attracting tourists to the area.
"I also strongly believe what has kept Murray strong in the
tourism industry is due to the efforts of the entire community. I continually have visitors tell me how impressed they are with the area.
Visitors say that the beautiful, small town atmosphere filled with
modern amenities and southern hospitality is hard to come by these
days. They see Murray as a sweet escape that offers unique shopping, great local restaurants and world-class waters just minutes
away," she added.
Geib said she also believes what makes the community unique
and inviting to visitors is Murray's eclectic mix of offerings. "And,
to keep that mix of offerings alive. I encourage the community and
business owners to continually come up with new and innovative
ideas. Open up a local art store, plan an event you've been thinking
about or volunteer in the community. When the community continues to be an exciting place to live, our tourism will continue to
increase and to help the local economy."
Lance Allison. executive director at the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce. added,"Our main job at the chamber of commerce is to be an advocate for our local businesses. While
our mission is not directly tourism driven, it is important for us to
be a supporting player for the convention and visitors bureau. A
large percentage of the foot traffic we have in our office is people
seeking out events and things to do in Murray. Most, if not all, of
these events directly benefit our membership, so it is important for
us to do all that we can for support.
"We are fortunate to have Lindsay and her staff in Murray. Along
with their board of directors they have made strong decisions that
will reap many rewards in the future for Murray and Calloway
County.-
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HULA HOOPIN'IT UPI: Hula Hoops, sack races, running and spider crawls were just part of the fun for youngsters attending
the annual Douglass School reunion Saturday at Playhouse in the Pant pavilion. These two youngsters enjoy the hula competition while others anxiously await their turn dunng the outdoor barbecue portion of the three-day event.

Scooters' populanty concern for some
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
With gas prices on the rise
and no real hope of them coming down, consumers are looking for alternative modes of
transportation to conserve fuel
and money.
According to the Consumer
Reports blog, the sale of scooters was up about 24 percent for
the first few months of 2008.
Yamaha scooter sales to date are
up 65 percent over last year and
Vespa set an all-time sales
record in May,. selling 2,758
scooters compared to 1,675 in
June 2007.
Mike Lemmons, owner of
Gas Buster Scooters on Poplar
Street, said he has sold 130
scooters in the last six weeks.
He has an inventory of 70 and
500 on order right now.
"(Gas)has put a crunch on all
the families," he said. Buyers
now pay for one gallon of gasoline, which reportedly, lasts
between 100 and 125 miles
depending on the size of the
scooter, he said.
The scooters are categorized
by the size of their engines.
Scooters with an engine size of
50 cubic centimeters or less are
designed for in-town use considering their speed limit is not to
exceed 30 MPH.
The Kentucky
Revised
Statutes 189.285 indicates that
the operation of a scooter or
moped with an engine size of 50
cubic centimeters or less does
not require registration, helmet
or eye protection, brake lights or
insurance.
The requirements are a driver's license, a moped license or
a learner's permit, at least one
but no more than two head
lichts. taillights, a horn or hell

HOLLY WISE'Ladger and Times

Scooters and motorcycles are becoming more common modes of transportation as gas prices
rise and consumers feel the pinch in their pockets.
and turn signals.
A scooter with an engine size
greater then 50 cubic centimeters requires insurance, registration, a license plate and a city
sticker,just as if it were a motorcycle.
Wade Balmer, general manager and vice president of Town
and County Motorsports, said he
has seen the demand for scooters increase with the rising gas
prices.
"I don't suspect this trend
will slow down," he said. "As
far as in-town commuting
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they're ideal."
'There are some downsides to
counting on a scooter as the primary mode for transportation.
According to Consumer
Reports, two limiting factors of
the scooters are the restriction of
driving in all seasons and safety.
-Scooters and mopeds are
not good year-round transportation if you live in the Snow Belt.
Even in southern states, summer
heat and the rainy season can
limit time for safe, enjoyable
riding," the Consumer Report
Web site said. "So in many

areas, riders need a traditional
vehicle for certain seasons,
inclement weather, carrying
cargo and for family travel."
Consumer Reports said they
are researching how to develop
a test protocol to evaluate scoot:
ers and entry-level motorcycles.
"We approach these products
with grave concern for rider
safety and caution readers
against a hasty decision to move
to two-wheeled transportation
without proper training and

•See Page 2
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Local motorists should
prepare for returning
students this weekend
Murray State University Police are advising local motorists
of the increase of traffic expected this weekend as students
return to MSU for the fall semester
Local motorists should be prepared for heavy traffic around
campus on Saturday and Sunday when students will be moving
into their residential colleges.
Local drivers are asked to take alternate routes and avoid
Chestnut Street, Ky. 121 Bypass and Waldrop Drive Waldrop
Drive will also be closed to through traffic during those days.

III Scooters' popularity.
From Front
safety gear,- they reported.
In 2006 motorcycle fatalities
accounted for ten percent of all
motor vehicle deaths, according
to Consumer Reports. One reason is the lack of passenger
restraint and protection of an
enclosed vehicle.
"In my line of work. I hate
seeing all these scooters nding
around," said Calloway County
Coroner Mike Garland "It's just
a matter of time before we see
more (accidents)."
In addition to scooters, people are resorting to driving golf
carts for in-town transportation.
The Kentucky Senate recently
passed a bill that allows local
municipalities to adopt ordinances permitting or denying
the use of golf carts on public
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roadways
During a July city council
meeting. councilman Robert
Billington, Jr., asked the .:ouncil
to consider an ordinance regarding golf carts.
"More and more people are
going to go to alternative ways
of driving as (gas) prices
increase," he said, adding he is
seeing an increase in the number
of golf carts being insured.
Some of the restrictions
enforced by Senate Bill 93 are
golf carts have to be driven
within a five mile radius of a
golf course, be four-wheeled, be
operated in a 35 MPH speed
zone or less and be driven by
licensed drivers only.
According to Matt Mattingly.
director of city administration,
the public safety committee will
be tasked with examining the
use of golf carts on roadways.
"The city administration and
staff are taking a look at other
cities that pertain to that policy
and how it benefits the city," he
said.
"If we're not careful, someone could get hurt" said Danny
Hudspeth, councilman and
chairman of the Public Safety
The committee
Committee
doesn't want to infringe on people's rights, he added, but wants
to ensure their safety.

Obituaries

Correction

Buddy White

According to the MurrayParks
Calloway County
Department, the planned Ice
Sept.
be
Cream Festival will
12-13. An entry in Saturday's
Chamber Chat listed an incorrect date. Incorrect information
was provided to the Ledger

Buddy V. liar, 77, Gren
2008, at 7 p.m. at his home.
of arrangements.

Mrs. Irene Balfour
Mrs Irene Balfour, 94,
1105 p.m a Spring Creek F
is in charge of arrangemen

The Murray Ledger & Times
stnves to ensure accurate and
lair reporting. however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916

Bilis Pugh

TownCrier
NOTICE
• The Murray-Calloway
County Skatepark Committee
plans to meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at the Calloway County
Public Library All parents,
children and interested community members may attend
the organizational mooting.
• The Calloway County
School Board will meet
Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Board of Education office on
College Farm Road. Items on
the agenda include tecognilions, 2007-08 NCLB results,
levy of tax rates for school
year 2008-09, phase ll construction project, a superintendent's report, and executive session.
Murray
The
•
of
Board
Independent
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. on Thursday
in the central office boardCarter
the
of
room
Administration Building. On
the agenda for the meeting is
final approval and payment
for parking lot construction at
Murray High School, declaration of surplus property, various personnel and other
reports from Superintendent
Bob Rogers concerning the
beginning of the 2008-09
school year and an executive
session to consider action on
pending litigation.
II To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
of an all-terrain vehikeys
the
presents
left,
Marcum,
NEW AN: Calloway County Sheriff Bill
cle to Murray-Calloway Parks Director Matt Martin, second from nght. and park ranger Dale
Garland that the sheriff's department has donated to the park system. Joining them are
Martin's children, Alexandra and Connor. A helmet, far left, was donated by Wade Balmer of
Town & Country Motorsports of Murray. The vehicle, appropriately striped and mounted with .
lights, horn and CB radio, will be used to patrol wooded areas for security reasons and will help
save gas by keeping use of the department's car and SUV to a minimum.

'Epiphany'leads to new
wildlife license plates for la
HORSE CAVE, Ky. (AP) — A central
Kentucky member of a conservationist group has
helped come up with a way to benefit his organization and the birds it supports.
John McDonald of Horse Cave, chairman for
the Kentucky Council of Quail Unlimited, said it
was an epiphany that led him to begin pushing for
the sale of a new specialty license plate, with proceeds to stay in Kentucky.
"I've seen the proliferation ot the specialty tags
in Tennessee,- the former state police employee
said. "And I knew if we did it, it would be a

fundraiser for the state council...
The specialty tags feature a painting of a pair.
of quail, with the slogan "Promoting Wildlife"
written across the bottom of the plate.
Ten dollars from the sale of each tag will go to
the Kentucky Council of Quail Unlimited. The
national headquarters and other chapters will not
get any of the money. McDonald said.
In Hart County, about 40 people have asked
about getting the tans. County Clerk Lisa Hensley
said. The proceeds will be used for habitat and
education projects.

•KSP investigating ...
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From Front
past six months.
The council could choose to
recommend that Calloway
Circuit Court Judge Dennis
Foust strip Ward of pay and
duties, although he would officially still remain in elected
office.
Ward, 58, was arrested for a
second time on DUI charges last
month for allegedly driving a
motor vehicle undei the infle-

Ward had previously pleaded
crux of alconol. He was stopped
on Ky. 450 in Graves County guilty to his first DUI offense in
and charged with DUI by March near the Serenity Shorei
subdivision east of Benton. Hea
Kentucky State Police.
.
:
Following the incident. Ward served an eight-day jail sentence
apologized to consti aients. iand was fined $200. Afterward4
friends and family, asking for he began court-ordered sub.'
continued support and prayer stance abuse counseling for an:
concerning his alcohol addiction admitted alcohol addiction.
He wan allowed to continue:
and a recent cancer diagnosis.
Ward is scheduled to appear 'the denies of chief prosecutot•
court because DUI is classified as 4
in Graves County
misdemeanor.
Thursday morning.

DIABETIC
SHOE
CENTER
Do You Qualify
For Diabetic'
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare
Part B and Supplemental
Insurance you may be
eligible for
DIABETIC SHOES
AT LITTLE OR
NO COST TO YOU.

Dr Kira Burc

1Lr„1

_

Call for
information
210-153-8055
STONE-LANG CO
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

MURRAY • 270.759.9200
T,
2
.40 S
WWW.PRIMARYCAREMEDCENTER.COM

.Accepting New Patients... ALWAYS!
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Ferguson. Wayne. W.Va., J
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Jones. all of Murray; four ;
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Olympic knifing victim improves

sties
White

White, 77, Gren Plain Road, Hazel, died Sunday, Aug. 10,
p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral home is in charge
:ments.

ene Balfour

-ene Balfour, 94, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 10, 2008, at
a Spring Creek Health Care.1.H. Churchill Funeral Home
ge of arrangements.

'ugh. 93. Fort Worth, Texas, formerly of Paducah, died
Aug. 7, 2008, at Mimosa Manor, Keller, Texas
retired as a mechanic for the Illinois Central Railroad
ears of service He was retired owner and operator of the
Flowers with his wife. Nell. and was a member of Plain
onic Lodge #449 of Free and Accepted Masons and of
issionary Baptist Church. Preceding him in death were his
ohn Carl and Ora Etta Peck Pugh, and one brother.
ors include his wife, Mrs. Nell Smith Pugh. to whom he
married for 71 years; one daughter Janice, Grad, Ft.
!xas; one son, Gerald Pugh, Hardin; five grandchildren;
at-grandchildren; one great-great-grandchild.
.neral will be Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Milner
'uneral Home, Paducah. Re.v Jay McIntosh will officiate.
II follow in the Maplelawn Park Cemetery.
ion will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
I. Expressions of sympathy may be made to Alzheimer's
on Greater Kentucky Chapter, 3703 Taylorsville, Rd., Suite
.sville. KY 402220-1330.

Ivian Claire Billups Arnold
,neral for Mrs. Vivian Claire Billups Arnold will he today

) at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
thew Williams will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm
metery.
ion is now at the funeral home.
rtiold, 85, of Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died
orning, Aug. 8, 2008 at her home. She was a member of
ie Baptist Church, Murray.
ling her in death were her husband, Joe Arnold; one brothBillups, and three sisters; Bea Roberts, Shirley Dean and
:11ups. Born Nov. 8, 1922 in Kenova, W.Va., she was the
of the late Charlie and Amelia Billups.
on include one daughter, Linda Arnold of Germantown,
:o sons, Stephen Arnold and wife, Barbara, Arlington, Va.,
Arnold and wife. Janet, Murray; three sisters, Neva
, Wayne, W.Va., Judy Abdaliah, of Uniontown. Ohio, and
aps, Huntington, W.Va.; one step-daughter, Judy Sullivan,
tint, Ohio; three grandchildren, Heber Arnold, Missouri,
and husband. Paul, and Kelly Arnold and husband, Nathan
of Murray: four great-grandchildren.

*may Nell Riley

ineral for Mrs. Dorothy Nell Riley was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
:I of Collier Funeral Home, Benton with Lance Cordle offt
1urial was in the Sharpe Cemetery Sharpe.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to:
Freed- Hardeman University. Lincoln Riley
Memorial Scholarship Fund. 158 East Main St.,
Henderson, TN. 38340.
Mrs. Riley, 78, Benton, died Friday, Aug. 8,
2008 at Western Baptist Hospital. Paducah.
A member of Calvert City Church of Christ, she
was the daughter of the late Levi McGregor and
the late Wilma Phelps McGregor. She was also
.asr:
preceded in death by her husband, Travis Lincoln
Riley.
Survivors include two daughters. Roseanne
mt. Lynnville. Tenn., and Oma Cretsinger, Benton; two
an Riley and Murray Riley, both of Benton; one brother,
3regor, Calvert City; 13 grandchildren and five great-grand-

BE1ING (AP) — The condition of the Amencan mother of a
former Olympian who was
stabbed on the opening day of
Olympics competition was
improving today, a spokesman
Olympics
U.S.
the
for
Committee told the AP
USOC spokesman Darryl
Seibel said Barbara Bachman's
condition has been upgraded
from critical to serious but stable.
Mrs. Bachman was with her
husband, Todd Bachman, both
62, when they were attacked by
a Chinese man at an ancient
monument in the heart of the
Chinese capital on Saturday.
Todd Bachman was killed in
the attack. The couple, from
Lakeville. Minnesota, are parvolleyball
ents of 2004
Olympian Elisabeth "Wiz"
Bachman and in-laws of U.S.
men's volleyball coach Hugh
McCutcheon.
Elisabeth Bachman was with
her parents at the time of the
attack, but uninjured. Their
Chinese tour guide was injured,
but Beijing authorities have
declined to release any details
about her condition.
Shortly after the attack,
which took place at midday, the
assailant, Tang Yongming, 47,
leapt to his death from a 130foot high balcony on the Drum
Tower, just five miles from the
main Olympics site, the official
Xinhua News Agency reported.
Dale Bachman, Todd's second cousin, told a news conference in Minneapolis that Todd
Baclunan was walking a few
steps behind his wife and
daughter at the Drum Tower
when Barbara Baclunar, heard
the commotion and turned to
help her husband.
"That's when she was
attacked," Dale Bachman said
Saturday. 'To me, that was a
strong indication of her love.
She is a fabulous person."
The assault came only hours
after China's jubilant opening
ceremony of the Summer
Games and stunned the athletic
com.nunity and embarrassed
hosting
officials
Chinese
President Bush.
Seibel said that the Bachman
family and the U.S. Olympics
Committee members were
"vety, very, very happy to report
her condition is upgraded." He
said family members, including
two daughters who flew in from
their home in Minneapolis, were
at the hospital with her.
"They're not at the point
where they want to discuss the

AP

In an undated family photo released by Bachman's Inc.. a
Minneapolis company, CEO Todd Bachman. right, is shown
with his wife Barbara, left, and daughter, former Oympian
Elisabeth. center. Todd Bachman died on opening day of the
Olympics after he and his wife were attacked by a knife•wielding man as they visited the 13th century Drum Tower while at
the Olympics in Beijing. Barbara Bachman is in serious condition. Their daughter Elisabeth is married to U.S. Olympic
Men's indoor Volleyball Head coach Hugh McCutcheon.
specific nature of the injuries,"
Seibel said of the Bachman family.
In an open letter released
Monday by the U.S. Olympics
Committee, Elisabeth and Hugh
McCutcheon thanked friends,
family, U.S. and Chinese officials and Olympic officials for
their help during a "tremendously difficult time."
"We are extremely grateful
for the outpouring of assistance
and generosity that we have
received and hope to convey our
appreciation to everyone who
has supported us and kept us in
their thoughts and prayers." the
letter said.
AP reporters at Peking Union
Medical College Hospital, also
called Beijing Xiehe Yiyuan,
were not allowed onto the
eighth floor of the facility, a section of the hospital that has been
designated for the Olympics
The committee said Sunday
that Mrs. Bachman suffered
multiple lacerations and stab
wounds. She underwent eight
hours of surgery and initially
was in life-threatening, critical
condition.
McCutcheon sat out the U.S.
men's volleyball team's opening
game against Venezuela on
Sunday — a match that the
Americans won 3-2 — to be
with his wife at the hospital.
Police investigating the stabbing death have said the suspect
was distraught over family
problems. Chinese authorities
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!ayes, the pioneering
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won Academy and
, awards, died Sunday
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Shelby County
Sheriff's
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ways: He sang in a "cool" style
unlike the usual histrionics of
big-time soul singers. He prefaced the song with "raps," and
the numbers ran longer than
three minutes with lush arrangements.
"Jocks would play it at
night,' Hayes recalled in a 1999
Associated Press interview.
"They could go to the bathroom,
they could get a sandwich, or
whatever."
Next came "Theme From
Shaft." a No. I hit in 1971 from
the filtn "Shaft" starring
Richard Roundtree
"That was like the shot heard
round the world," Hayes said in
the 1999 interview.
At the Oscar ceremony in
1972, Hayes performed the song
wearing an eye-popping amount
of gold and received a standing
ovation. TV Guide later chose it
as No. 18 in its list of television's 25 most memorable
moments.

unsettled by the attack during
the Beijing Olympics tightened
security at tourist spots around
the city.
Wang Wei, vice president of
the Beijing Olympic organizing
committee, said Sunday that
security in and around Olympic
venues was already sufficient
but would be increased at scenic
spots in the capital.
He said Chinese investigators and U.S. Embassy officials
believe Saturday's attack was
"an isolated incident" and suggested such random acts are dif-

ficult to prevent. There was no
indication the assailant knew his
victims had any connection to
the games, according to
Olympic and Chinese authonties.
"Beijing is a safe city, but
unfortunately we are not
immune to violent acts," Wang
told reporters.
Bush, in the Chinese capital
to attend some Olympic events
and meet with Chinese leaders,
thanked President Hu lintao on
Sunday for his government's
handling of the attack.
"Your government has been .
very attentive, very sympathet- •
ic, and I appreciate that a lot."
Bush said.
Hu said his government took
the incident "very seriously"
and pledged to keep Washington
apprised of the investigation.
Violent crime against foreigners is rare in tightly controlled China, and the assault
occurred despite major secunty
measures that have blanketed
the capital city during the
Olympics. A 100,000-strong
security force plus countless
volunteers have been deployed
to protect against any trouble.
Police said Tang went
through his second divorce in
2006 and grew increasingly'
despondent when his 2I-yearold son started getting into trouble, Xinhua reported. The son
was detained in May 2007 on
suspicion of fraud. then
received a suspended prison
sentence in March this year for
theft.
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to drop across nation

Financial Consultants
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800•444.1854

CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) weeks ago.
The Western states were the
— A national survey shows gas
Hours: 800 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 11.4-F
prices continue dropping across only region in the U.S. where
gas remained above $4 a gallon
the nation.
*SclInvd Lyons .s a no Yet,Iii1J(1.r !hos stock ;unc -PVT nnansaenrd I nektbonal ckocnatan ava•lainc on Tnuest
The average price of a gallon on average.
nktenbe, Passe c SIPC
Not FDIC Insnrcd No Bann Cisin'once Mar lose Value I '.110 InAnin AL Lsons,
of regular gasoline at self-serve
stations was $3.85 Friday, down
almost 15 cents from two weeks
ago.
Mid-grade went for $3.98
and premium went for $4.10.
to the
according
That's
Lundberg Survey of 7,000 gas
stations nationwide, released
Sunday.
In 2001 the Board of Murray-Calloway County United Way initiated a lifetime achievement
Diesel was at $4.64.
award named for Kathie Gentry, long-time director of Need Line. Kathie Gentry was the
The cheapest gas was in
first recipient of this award. The board invites your nomination for this year's recipient. The
Tulsa. Okla., where a gallon of
winner will be announced at this year's United Way Kick-Off Banquet on August 26, 2008.
regular cost $3.50. Anchorage,
Guidelines/criteria:
Alaska, was most expensive at
A. The nomination must honor a person for a lifetime of humanitarian service to others
$4.37.
in our community.
was
average
The California
B. The nominee must be a resident of Calloway County.
$4.10, down 22 cents from two
C. The nominee must exhibit the characteristics and attributes of Kathie Gentry:
• Selfless
• Caring and compassionate in a quiet, unassuming way
• Respectful of the humanity and dignity of all people
• Serving others above and beyond the call of duty

Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement Award
Murray-Calloway County United Way

Bring Your Pet
In For Some Good,
Clean Fun!

Groomer: Diane Jackson
32 Years Experience

NOMINATION
Nominee:

Phone

Person making nomination:

Phone

What is the basis for your nomination in 500 words or less:
Please be as specific as possible.

Full Service Grooming

For All Breeds of Dogs & Cats
Call Today For An Appointment -1

(270)753-6749

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Robertson Rd. South
www.wentaldevet.eom

alanginenne
Aakot

LL

Complete your form and return it by August 15, 2008
Kathie Gentry Award Committee do Peggy Billington
Murray-Calloway County United Way
607 Poplar
Murray, KY 42071
unitedway@murray-ky.net
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West Kentucky Rural Electric's Youth
Tour Recipients spend week in Washington
Ah Adams, Luie Salyers.
and Devin Wade were among
the 69 high school students from
across Kentucky who participated in the 36th annual Kentucky Rural Electric Washington Youth Tour held June 1320 in Washington, D.C. Selected on the basis of an essay
contest. Adams, Salyers and
Wade were sponsored by West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
Adams will be a senior at
Murray High School this fall
and is the daughter of Duane
• and Kathy Adams from the
Kirksey area. Salyers will be
a senior at Marshall Counts
High School this fall and is
the son of Nathan and DeAnna Salyers from the Benton area.
Wade will be a senior at Graves
County High School this fall
and is the daughter of David
and Anita Wade from the Mayfield area.
Each year in June, an actionfilled week provides high school
students opportunities to learn
firsthand what it is like to be
involved in politics, community service, and today's pressing issues. The theme of the
2008 Washington Youth Tour
was "Commitment to CommuHighlights included
nity."
meeting with their elected representatives in the U.S. House
and Senate to discuss the
process of government and
issues of the day and increasing their knowledge of cooperative electric utilities and
American history.
The Kentucky Rural Eke7tric Washington Youth Tour is
.conducted by the Louisville:based Kentucky Association of
Electric Cooperatives (KAEC)
on behalf of 22 participating
Kentucky electric distribution

Photo provided

Students attending the Washington Youth Tour were, from
left, Ali Adams, Zane Salyers and Devin Wade'
cooperatives. The activity is American, young or old: "Just
part of a larger, nationwide because you can't stand up,
youth program sponsored by doesn't mean you can't stand
the National Rural Electric out." As president of Mike
Association Schlappi Communication, he
Cooperative
(NRECA). Arlington, Virginia, spreads that word to audiences
that brings almost 1,500 high ranging from students to chief
school students to the nation's executive officers, from rookies to Olympic champion, and
capital each year.
In addition to taking in the from small gatherings to major
sights and sounds of the nation's conventions.
The students were also treatcapital, the Kentucky students
joined students from around ed to an amazing portrayal of
the country for NRECA's Youth a very influential United States
Day on June 16 to learn from Senator who authored the laws
public figures and other inspi- creating the Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA) and Rural
rational speakers.
This year's Youth Day agen- Electrification Act (REA) in
1930s. Former
early
da included Mike Schlappi, a the
four-time Paralympic Medalist Nebraska State Senator David
and two-time world Champion Landis tells the story of the
Wheelchair Basketball cham- late U.S. Senator George W.
his Norris (R-NE), in character,
pion. Schlappi shared
inspiring message for every explaining the formation of and

politics surrounding the creation
of electric cooperatives and the
Rural Electrification Act.
Since 1972. Kentucky's electric cooperatives have sent more
than 2,000 high school students to Washington. DC. for
visits with their U.S. senators
and representatives, energy and
grassroots government education sessions and sightseeing.
KAEC is the statewide service organization that represents
Kentucky's 26 not-for-profit.
consumer-owned electric cooperatives that provide electric
service to nearly 2 million Kentuckians in 117 of the states's
120 counties.
To be considered for the West
Kentucky RECC's Washington
Youth Tour program. eligible
high school juniors must first
be recommended by their school
guidance counselor and a
teacher, and compete in an essay
contest conducted by the cooperative. The final judging. which
is done by impartial judges
outside the cooperative and the
community, is based on the
student's academic record,
schoolicommunity involvement,
knowledge of the essay subject, originality, composition,
grammar, and neatness. In
addition, the student's parent
or legal guardian must be a
member of and receive electric service from West Kentucky RECC at their principal
place of residence.
Applications are available at your local high school
guidance office or West Kentucky RECC office in January.
For more information about the
Kentucky Rural Electric Washington Youth Tour. visit youthtourkaec.org or call your local
West Kentucky RECC office
at (877)495-7322.

•-atatts je.beal

Murray College High Class plans
reunion and all former student event
Murray College High School graduating class of 1963 will hold its 45-year
reunion on Saturday in the third floor
room of Murray State University Curtis
Center. Class social time will start at 5
.m. with the catered meal and the program to follow.
Anyone basing information about class
members, Susan Evans. Elaine Cleary or
Danny Newton, are asked to call 4354200.
The class is inviting all former TrainJo's
ing School, College High and University
Datebook School
students to join them around 7:30
By Jo Burkeen
a school wide social. No reservafor
p.m.
Community
necessary for this school-wide
are
tions
Editor
social.

MHS Boys Soccer plans event

Murray High School boys soccer will host their alumni in
an alumni scrimmage on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at the Mallory France Soccer Complex. All alumni are invited to participate.

Notice is hereby
Fiscal Court tie•
excavator to be
Department

Murray Singles will meet

The Calloway C
sealed bids for t
picked up at the
East Sycamore I
should be direct
753-4446

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mike at 873-2336.

Al-Anon meeting 'Illesday

The desired equ
speeds up to 381
considered for e
highway speed.
road departmen

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there he a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Bids should bet
Calloway Count
Street, Murray,
Friday. August I
opened and reac
trade excavator
be net trade-in

Health Express lists stops

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse. vision and glaucoma screens
on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. at Dollar General Store,
Puryear, Tenn., and from 1 to 3 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel; on Wednesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2
p.m. at the post office at New Concord.

The Fiscal Coos
lowest or beat bi
technicalities, ol

TOPS Chapter will meet

Larry Elkins
Call

Murray Chapter of TOPS *16 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

TOPS Group will meet

THE Murray Le
Times considt
sources rehab
inaccuracies clic
Readers usin
information do
their own nsk, A
persons and
nies mentioned
are believed to
utable, The
Ledger & Tim(
any of its emi
accept any resp
fry whatsoever I

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. 111 North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Pool schedule announced
Today (Monday) is the last day for the regular schedule of
the swimming pool at Murray-Calloway County Park. Then
the pool will cut back to weekend! only (Saturday and Sunday) with Labor Day. Monday, Sept. I. being the final day
the pool will be open.

WNW thellaks David. Overbey attends
The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club will have its regularly scheduled golf scramble on Wednesday 9 a.m. at
the club.
Bronda Parker and Kitty
.Steele will serve as hostesses.
All members are encouraged to play.
Regular golf play was not
held Aug. 6 because the Betty
Shepard Memorial Golf Tournament was played on that
date.
•

•

•

•

Our Registered •
•
Bridal Couples:
•
•
Kathryn Stalls
& Kyle Tracy
•
Cherie Denise Moore
•
& Mark Fitch
•
Brooke Hicks
& O'Shea Hudspeth
•
Valerie Bransford
•
& Jeremy Andrews
Jessica McKendree
•
& Kyle Reitz
•
Jennifer Evans
& Drew Henry
•
Natalie Elkins
& Matt Thorn

•
•

Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds
Christine Myers
& John Taylor

•
•

Kimberly Jeffries
& Adam Brown

•
•
•

Katie Smith
& Nick Dempsey

•

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust

•*

Tara Evans
& Stacy Vincent

•

•
'
• Sara Jane Cunningham
& Jonathan Hedges
•
•

•

•

Blake Powell
& Brad Paxton
Elizabeth Canada
& Ben Brumley
Whitney Delaney
& Wesley Tucker

•
•

Suzanne Hinton
& Louis Wilson

•
•
'Bridal'Registry 8r.gifts

r
S

University Square
12th Street • Murray
(270) 739-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5,
Saturday 10-2

conference at The Hague
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Dr.
David W. Overbey. assistant
professor of English at Belin
University
[ermine
Louisville, recently returned
form a conference on Ethics
and Technology in Delft and
The Hague, The Netherlands.
Last summer he presented
at the China-U.S. Literacy Conference in Beijing.
'This fall he will present on
the use of Digital Robot Technology in Medical Practice at
The Watson Conference at the
University of Louisville.

Dr. Overbey is a 1987 graduate of Murray High School,
a Phi Beta Kappa graduate of
the University of Kentucky.
received his M.A. from the
University of Louisville and
his doctorate in Literacy,
Rhetoric and Social Practice
at Kent State University, Kent,
Ohio.
His dissertation is titled "Verifying Web-Based Information:
Detailed accounts of Web Use
in Real Time."
He is the son of Jackie and
Ed Overbey of Murray.

Assistance for veterans will be given

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
We started the week off shopping
with Donna & lame Later in the
afternoon wc played Senior Sez with
Donna
Bea Herrera celebrated her birthday
with lots of friends and family They.
brought all of her far one foods and
had their own private party at
Hickory Woods Pete Neale has been
celebrating her birthday for a week
and Liz Barrel) who works our mid
night snift also celebrated her birthday Happy Birthday to all'
Ethel helped prepare our lunch this
week with all homegrown vegetables
lust like the 'ole days- She made
homemade chocolate pies and a fresh
peach cobbler Brenda Green made
her famous Italian Cream Cake All
kinds of fresh vegetables were donated by Don & Fa Ann Eubanks. Ken &
Carolyn Ramsey. Kenny & Mary
Beth Imes. Sheila Ward. !Carly L.owe
and Donna Dunn Hickory Woods
furnished the country ham and what a
meat it was! Nobody wanted anything rice to eat the rest of the day'
On 'Tuesday the women had a special treat of manicures by lenise and
Ethel and on Wednesday we played
-Wheel of Fortune- with Jernse It
was our first time to play but after we
got the swing of it. we loved it
We appreciate Bonnie Higginson
coming and sharing with us about her
trip to China, It was such a interesting way for us to kick off our
Olympic Games Bonnie even gase
away door prizes from China
.„Noelsissg else looks or feels like
kook kst we come dose
84 Unerback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Maw 12'701 75•17110 • 1-11$11-2.11-5014

ma Day" golf play on Wednesday with special events for
each hole. All holes will be
par 3's.
Players in the 18 hole positions will tee off at 8:30 a.m.
with the following lineup
released:
Tee 1 - Linda Burgess.
Norma Frank, Sheila Henry
and Judy Muehleman;
Tee 3 - Ve Severns, Barbara Gray, Susan Johnson and
Pam Adams;
Tee 4 - Debbie Hixon, Patsy
Green, Marilyn Adkins and

141141ii

ROOMMATE •
for nice 3 BR,;
531 Bailey

female

Kristie Hopkins;
Tee 5 - Cyndi Cohoon, Freda
Steely, Vicki Baker and Janet
Howe.
The 9 hole positions will
tee off at 9 a.m. and teams
will be formed at the tee.
Ann Stanley. hostess, has
announced the winners of golf
play on Aug. 6 as follows:
18 holes - Barbara Gray.
first place. and Norma Frank,
second place;
9 holes - Jane Meyer, first,
and Sheila Henry, second;
Low putts - Marilyn Adkins.

Murray-Calloway County Skatepark Committee will meet
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. All children, parents and
interested community members who would like to be involved
with the skatepark planning efforts are invited to attend.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Dr. Chris King, neurologist, Murray Medical
Associates. will speak about "Special Invitation to Get an
Expert's Advice." For more information contact Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W. at 762-1278.

LOST Hewett
irid my 5 ye
ni
Sparky'
nale, white c
grey/black spl
Animal shone
Wed., July 30th
753-0273

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will
meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. for a meal and at 7:30 p.m. for
the meeting at the lodge hall. Sybil Lasater, worthy matron,
urges all members to attend.
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Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Woods celebrates
birthday at Venture River

Temple Hill Lodge 276 of Free and Accepted Masons is
scheduled to meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. for a potluck meal and
meeting at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Ky. Hwy. 464, east of
Almo.

Jarod Thomas Woods celebrated his second birthday on
July 10 at Venture River,
Eddyville.
A party in his honor was
July 12 with pizza at Tom's
and cake and ice cream at
his home with family and
friends.
Woods was born July it/.
2006. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He is the
son of Woody and Christie
Woods and brother of Jacob
of Murray.
His grandparents are Paul
and Maxine Woods of Murray and Steve and Linda Hayden of Almo. Great-grandparents are Red and Lois Woods
of Murray.

'Look Good...Feel Better' today

DISCLAli

The American Cancer Society will offer "Look Good. Feel
Better" today from 5:30 to 8 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Center for Health & Wellness classroom. The
class is free, non-medical, brand-neutral public service program
to help women offset appearance-related changes from cancer
treatments. For more information call Angie Hutchings at 4354455 or 435-2614.
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North Council to meet today
North Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet today at 3:30 in the staff lounge. The public is
invited.

Republicans to meet today
Calloway County Republicans will meet today at the Calloway County Public Library. according to David Kennedy,
local party chairman.

Jarod Thomas Woods

IF YOU NAVEAN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL ISAT 153-1916
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Skatepark Committee to meet
Dr. David W. Overbey

Ladiesofilorravenistrveluk
The Ladies of the Murray
C'ountry Club will have "Paja

activities.

Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Monday from 1 to 3:15 p.m. and Thursday from 9 a.m. to
3:15 p.m. at the VA Clinic, 2620 Perkins Creek Dr.. Paducah,
and Tuesday from 9 a.m.. to 3:15 p.m. and Wednesday from
10 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the Unemployment Office, 319 South
7th St., Mayfield. Ron McClure, regional field representative
of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the
assistance. For information and appointments, call 1-877-8120840 or e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov. Walk-ins will be assisted as time permits.

Farmer's Market at fairgrounds
Farmers' Market at Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Ky. 121 North, Murray, is open on Tuesdays and Saturdays
from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m Featured are a large variety of products locally grown and harvested. For more information call
the Calloway County Extension Office at 753-1452.
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INVITATION TO BED

The Calloway County Fiscal Court will accept
sealed bide for this item Specifications may be
picked up at the County Road Department, 105
East Sycamore Extended, Murray, KY Questions
should be directed to Jodie Brooks Supervisor at
753-4846
The dewed equipment should travel at highway
speed. up to 38mph An alternate bid will be
considered for equipment with lesser maximum
highwas 'Teed. Specifications are available at the
road department or by calling 270-753-4846
Bids should be dahvered to the Office of the
Calloway County Judge Executive, 101 South 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky no later than 2 p.m. on
Friday, August 15th, 2008 where they will be
opened and read aloud Calloway County desires to
trade excavator currently in use Final bid price will
be net trade-in.
The Focal Court ieservee the right to accept the
lowest or best bid, reject any and all bids to waive
technicalities, or to re-advertise
Larry Elkins
Callovry Counts Judge Executive

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nbr
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
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ROOMMATE wanted
for nice 3 BR, 2 BA on
531 Bailey Rd. 2
roommates.
female
$225 dep/mo plus utilities and electric.
705-0056
ROOMMATE wanted.
month.
per
$400
furnished
Includes
bedroom, private bath,
and
*old
kitchen
access, cable arid high
speed Internet available. 753-9477,
293-0042
Lost and Famed

LOST: Reward! Help
i find my 5 year old
neutered
, 'Sparky'
male, white cat with
greytilack splotches.
Animal shelter area.
Wed . July 30th.

Fitness
CURVES
Center has opening So
part-time, 15 hrs, pe
position.
week
Mornings & evenings.
Will train. Must have
desire to he others_
Apply at 602 N 12th

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wen:age at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default,
Murray and local job
listing, will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the Jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times_ Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you
NEED someone to sit
with elderly woman.
Call 753-4100
8. 30am-1:00pm
3:00pm-6 30prn
References required

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be rust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
AKAY at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM
only, positively.
LPheRN Busy medical
office. Four days a
week. Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N.
Murray, KY 42071,
753-1215-fax. Must
include references.
MURRAY State
University
The Regional Special
Events Center of
State
Murray
University seeks an
Assistant
Facility Manager
Application Deadline:
Postmarked by
August 15, 2008
For a description of
position, qualifications,
and application procehttp:
dures, visit:
WWW.murraystate.eduA
odirtirfjobrpt.fttm"
State
Murray
University is an equal
education and employopportunity
ment
M//D. AA Employer.

Pir015
This is a unique opportunity to join a progressive program pinny
developed by MSU faculty working with local Physicians to
promote the physical and mental recovery of area cancer
patients win their fight against life-threatening illnesses

127.0)753-1-916:

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING —

8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.

Dees Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement *radar
Avoid inflationary cost

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

To Apply: Submit letter of application, resume', and a list of
rlree professional references to the ECR Board, c/o Jeremy
Erdmann, Murray State University, 102A Carr Heallh Building,
Murray, KY 42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply, Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.
Application Deadline is August 15, 2008.

Cali lilt ‘styislierys.iit k...itlex Ali:uric

.it.7-.3_191(..

The Murray Ledger & Times is

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

ing

a solid print journalist to cover

variety of topics from city government

State University. A journalism degree. strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
to Murray

design and photography skills a plus.

Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.

ISMER &TIMES
k rea High School
I car•Iiiiig ()pportemitic.,
Exciting Dual Service (adjunct) teaching
opportunities are available in a variety of area
high schools. All you need is a Master's degree
with 18 hours in the discipline area. We are
looking for instructors for Math, English,
Psychology, and Speech.

Come join our team!

Apply in person,
no phone
calls please

SKOPPIS OF
MURRAY
flisteseo
Sirsrite'tt

Brinhaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for the following position. RN's afternoon
shift. We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy MI S Benton. KI 42025
fraF/AAF NO PHONF CAl I S FITS F

5iek us out on the

FT/PT
SEEKING
receptionist E rcellen
people, compute( a
typing skills and able to
learn new software
Mail
applications
resumes to PO Box
1040-F, Murray KY
42071.
THE CDL Truck Driving
Program located at
234 Pioneer Industrial
Drive, Mayfield, KY
*Complete in lust 20
days.
"
aLorst
re
tuition in the
'College credit
available.
•OTR regional or local
lob assistance
available
•WIA & VA approved
New classes beginning
now.
1-888-503-5151 or
270-247-9159
CDL Training Services
& Consulting has
contracted with West
Kentucky Community
and Technical College
to provide the CDL
Truck Driving Program.
CDL Training services
is licensed by the
Kentucky State Board
of Propnetary
Education.
EOE
Institution
http://trainingwestkentucky.kctcs,edu/truckdriving.shtml
090
Domestk Childcare
L_
Housecleaning
270-759-9553

I

.

Terry Isaacs/Karen !macs, Owners

ornrnercksi Waste ,
Disposal
1 • ,,,,, An Types of ketuse S00/1013 if
I

seek-

2-,,i ..-;;_ :i ll]
,

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

311.11 1,1.,lic,otit .iii ii i..1,1‘ 7

Start.— Murra,,
Ledger.A Innet,

1
Lou V. MeGary
1 Does Your Policy Pa'.100'; of
the Deductibles,
'
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

FREI =LP IN ELAM FILING FOR NY MEKNES
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Duties and Responsibilities: Candidates are expected to
work between 20-25 hours per week in the Exercise and Cancer
Recovery program to test, prescnbe an exercise program, and
supervise clients who have either survived cancer or are
currently undergoing cancer treatments. Additional
responsibilities include maintaining the appropriate ECR
records and supervising Exercise Science Student Interns

Now hiring doormen
for sorority purposes.

e to

INSURANCE

13134,011

roft MEJs
I""".
SL '
germ*,
EN ffir
i
141,430 4137
,ra7ss-into
DA
You are responsible for the deductible that
51,0„....., Tr..c.„.
.
0 ,,u,70„., s„.,.,,,,, •, c,,,ned,
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A. $115 on
Part B. Call me for more information

Qualifications: Earned bachelors in Exercise Science or
related field preferred, but must have a background in exercise
testing and prescription Candidates should be currently
certified in First Aid and CPR/AED for the Professional Rescuer
Special consideration will be given to those candidates certified
by the NSCA, ACSM, or ACE as a Personal Trainer or
equivalent.

OTR flat bed position
available. Dallas Mavis
terminal Dresden, TN
731-414-1626

RESPONSIBLE tadvidual(s) for full time
Crew
employment.
Chief and Rodman
positions open. Self
starter Must be physicaily able to walk distances and work in all
conditions.
outdoor
References required.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 308, Murray, KY
42071

7

Limousines & Vans

Starling Date. September 1, 2008

Jackson State Conununity College is currently
accepting applications for adjunct instructor,
in area high schools.
Visit www,isce..4411
to download an application toskt.‘'
FOF:

PIZZA Hut now hiring
day delivers arid shift
managers. Part Of full
Competitive
time
wages & benefits available. Please apply in
person.

Complete formal Wear Headquarter.

Personal Trainer/Exercise and Cancer Recovery Specialist

NOW taking applicehons for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drtv•-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

Inn

BUSINESS II SERVICE DIRECTORY

Exercise and Cancer Recovery Position

Notice o hereby given that the Calloway County
Fiscal Court desires to purchase a multipurpose
excavator to be used by the CallowayCounty Road
Department

1/ISAT
immims

14100413506033

'"

090
Donne* I.(Mclean

AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
home
environment.
Autobond accepted.
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or 270753-7031
DONNA'S Angels caregivers. Specialized in
sitters for home, assisted living. and hospitals. Available 24-7.
270-970-7820.
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

GE Fndgeilreezer 28"
whole $150
873-2323

sale Great torreurbons .
.
•
*
759-4938
3-2:354-

mower.
RIDING
recently
Craftsman
serviced, perfect condition, $500..
(270) 435-4187.
RITA'S Neat Repeats
Name brand summer
ciothes all 20%-75%
off.
All line ads

YON AD Dna
SE KU feill
OSA A
1534111

- ••Illk

placed in our
paper ere posted on our web-.
site for keel

Articles
For Side
,..ocal retail business
for sale. Excellent
income for husband &
wife team. Includes all
nventory, fad and
equipment. For more
nfor mation call
630-561-0203

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs-Upgrades
759.3556
Want to &ry
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

MANAGERIAL POSITION
Managenal positions available at local C-store
chain Competitve hourly/salary. Must be
available to work flexible hours Send resume
to KLOC 620 S 4th Street. Murray, KY 42071.

411/1111Britthaven of Benton is currends accepting applications Ion a full-time Social Sersices Worker Longterm care experience preferred We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package Apply in
person at Britthasen ist Benton 2607 Main Street
Hwy 6-V \
• Pi I \SF.
Full-time RN for busy medical
practice. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Will need good phone,
organizational and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule
which will include Saturday's. Please
send resume and cover letter to: P.O.
Box 1040-B, Murray, KY 42071.

48
black custom
\Meng stove with grill
and griddle. 270-2362210.270-236-2751.
7 yr. old side by side
GE refrigerator. $350.
753-5958.
color
ALMOND
electric
Frigidaire,
range and broan hood.
$150. 293-1847.
BEAUTIFUL Cherry
sleigh baby bed/mattress, matching changing table/pad (with 2
shelves) also cherry
four drawer chest
Excellent shape
540000 227-0990
COUCH, loveseat,
armoire. entertainment
center. coffee &
end-tables. old 2 piece
hutch, wooden play
set stove, many more.
978-0881.
DIFFERENT size pigs
270-436-5243

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguiti Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

,c)(Nrice

Read
All About
It!
subscribe to the
'II RR.11

Li,11611:&TIMES

FOR Sale: 48 couches. oversized chairs,
entertainment centers,
coffee tables, end
tables and headboards. Bulk sale Of
individual sales welcome. Make an offer,
selling cheap. Cal
270 759-3003.
FRESH vegetables.
Fnday & Saturday,
12:00-6:00, Al 4-way
stop in Hardin or can
227-216T
, dart
78Li. 04
: Stljett Ens
ROlitiNd VafilEat 5
109 Mpg 80CC
.5900 (423) 593-9399
HOSPITAL Bed $150
obo 753-2666

Hours 8 a.m. - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Home Delivery
$la 00
3 ma
6 nso..---$35.00
1 yr --MOS.*

Local Mail

Rest of KY/TN
1Punraff S %awn.)

Al Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3...

6 teo...---$1111481
I yr.---0120.00
Cheek

1.01000.1

_114501

I yr.

Money Order

visa

NVC

Name
I St. Address
I
Ctty.
I State

--

Zip

Daytime Pb. _
I
•
Mail this coupon with payment to

1
U.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

1
I

CLASSIFIEDS
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NIurray Ledger & limes
Murray

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTIONThe Grace James Estate

lbesday, August 12th, 2008 @ 7:00 p.m.
LOCATION: 3157 ST. RT. 94W. Murray. KY.
From Murray: Take Main St./44V. Proceed To Auction Site.
Signs Posted!!

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

38R, 2BA, located
downtown on square.
at 401 A Maple New
appliances. carpet &
paint 1 yr lease and
deposit $875 Call
270-978-0698.

GRAND LOCATION JUST WEST OF MURRAY, KENTUCK)
ROAD FRONTAGE ALONG HWY 94W & OAKS COUNTRY CLUB RD.
REAL ESTATE: 'Tract lo +/- 2692 Sq. Ft. 4 Bedroom 3 Bath Bnck
Home Featuring Living Room, Kitchen, Utility Room. & Family Rix
Other Intenor Features Include Large Open Rooms. Abundancc
Cabinet Space. Walk-In Closets, 2 Soothing Fireplaces. Ruth -in
Bookshelves & Florida Sunroom. Notable Features Outside The Home
Include A 2 Car Attached Drive-Thru Garage, Paved Circular Drive.
Covered Front Porch, Extenor Lighting, & A Lounging Patio In The
Backyard. All Of This Is Situated On A Nicely Landscaped Shaded
Toy:cries Oaks Lot. Being A 1.84 Acre Comer Lot.
•IVact 2* A 0.66 Acre Lot With Road Frontage On Oaks Country Club
Rd
' ENJOY THE OAKS COUNTRY CLUB WITH JUST A SHORT
GOLF CART RIDE!!
- Real Estate Sells At 7:00 PM. Absolute To The Highest Bidder.
- OPEN HOUSE: Tuesday August 5th Between 6:00 PM. 7:00 PM
Call For Private Viewing Any Day Before Auction.
CO-BROKER: GREY'S PROPERTIES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE: I5°4. Down Day of Sale Balance in 30 Days Make Inspections
Prior To Day Of Sale. Buyer Will Be Required To Sign A Lead Based Paint Waiver
you may View The Property Anytime Prior To The Auction Date By Contacting The
Selling Agents. A 100, Buyers Premium Will Be Added To The Final Bid And
Included In The Contract Price.

Ft Ft IS

H

REAL'ESTATE & AUCTION.
3865 ST. RT 45 NORTH
....'MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY 42066
MICHAEL HARRIS Brolter/Auchonerr
(2170)247-3253 OR 800-380-43 1 fl
YOUR PROFESSIONAL AUCTIONEL
320

150

Apartments For Rent

Artdes

320
Span:menu

Rent

For Salo
1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available. Close to
MSU, College Farm
Apts, 978-1123

SONY Flat P111/11114 TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes arid
including
models
XBR
Best
Sony's
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound instailabon also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnthcent TV's in
Murray
adtlon.
Telephone
Electronics, Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.

1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU. Coleman
RE 753-9898..
1 BR apt, various loscabons. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9896
2BR 1BA Duplex.
CHVAC, all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets.
(270)519-4831

2BR 1 BA duplex
Appliances, 1304
Peggy Ann. Section 8
ok. 270-753-0259

Appliances

28R duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
755-9898
2BR& 38R. apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905

LARGE
• SELECTION
USIED APPLIANCES
illfAND-ELI(INS

t051..Soviti I

1271)753-1713

3 BR house, C/WA. 1.
2, & 3 BR Apt.
753-1252, 753-0606,
761-3694.

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 761-7853

3 BR, 2 BA, all appliances furnished, nice.
541 Barley Ro. $675
plus deposrt. Call 270841-1599.
•

4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques.

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Rev...1y &
Property Mnriagcment
Serviccs available
Call 761-7355

Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

www leornmanereaky cam
,
Fleetwood.
2000
Dbiwicle mobile home
28x52 3 BR, 2 BA.
2
condition
good
decks included, must
be moved $29.500
obo Call 270-9785753 or 270-293-4394.

DUPLEX, 2 BR, 1 BA.
all apliances furnished
5500. deposit
References required
761-4402 or 227-7865
E X C E PTI ON ALLY
nice, large 2 BR with
deck and outside storage. all appliances
including washer, dryer
dishwasher.
and
S500/mo 759-5885 or

98 Fairmont 16x80. 3
BR. 2 BA, vinyl siding.
Northern ins, nice

270-489-2525

293-7085.

GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
qualify for $O down
FREE
for
Call
APPROVAL 7314849429

GREAT
Studio

Location!
apartment.
washer, pet
free,
smoke free
$325
month. 1 yr. lease.
226-8006.

-NEON BEACH
11
MINI•STORA0•Aii Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Controlri

753-3853

apt
studio
Large
above Bradley Book
Co on campus, newly
1303
remodeleo
Street
Chestnut
Includes
$675/mo.
water and sewage
270)293.1713

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnclay.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #14300-648-6056
NOW Leasing at The
MurrayChase at
Offenng fully furnished
new
with
apartments
living room furniture
and pedestal beds
Utilities included with
onto
Log
cap.
www.myownapartment.com or call 270
759-3003 for additional
information.

1 or 2 bedroom house
in country. Appliances
furnished, Central 1-1/A
$575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposii, no pets Call
753-2905.
2 Bedroom
House for Rent
1108 Sycamore
205-9562
2 BR on S 9th St.
garage. big fenced
backyard, appliances.
all electric, air
conditioner. ired hookup, 1 yr lease, $525.
call 270-767-0615
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray
downtown
753-4109,

3 BR, 1 BA brick, all
newly
appliances,
1710
remodeled.
Farmer St. $700 mo.
No pets. 270-2933710.
3 Br. 2 Ba, on quiet
street across from cav
park in Hazel C/H/A
appliances $550 plu.
deposit. Not pets
References required
753-1059.

360
Skims Ramis
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 820-50
753-7668

REDUCED,
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed floating
boat dock, concrete

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages gutters.
punk 8 tree work

boat ramp.
8248.500.00. Cali
753-2905 or 293-8595

home repair water &
termite damage tile &
hardwood floors 30
yrs cap Larry MITT°
753-2353 753-0353

Wei estate ahatind Amin
lelObet le 6e Fatima! Fair

Act which inakes it
&herb... ccv, prelerlimitabon u1 dr.crenina
ra, color nil

hor
get:,

hdr.thl

nationa! ort/or, or /men
to make ins such prefer,
en,t, Itrnittaboa• or detenewina,
tort,1 di..rlmourion
•-rote, or ...her/Imre
tatior• in
t•thesi
thiw• prort,t/J
und, it,teral law

,ate
•r tht

TREED lot - owner
occupied homes West of MSU - Spill
bedroom arrangement
- Open plan arrangement of LR, DR, ano
kitchen 753 1492 C21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors
UNIQUE mini farm
Iron'
minutes
just
Murray. 3 beoroon
above
house with
ground pool Call %it
227 387iAnn
Coleman RE

For turthel athistathr will, FA.
r
rtrurr,
•

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cat (270) 293-4183
9 am. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY

MiNI

1112,..ob For Soll
BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

Homes For Sale
'OWNER Finance'
Nc Credit Check
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
with bonus room.
J&L RENTALS
Newly remodeled with
MINI-STORAGE
central heat and air in
720 S.4TH ST.
the lake area
Canter 0121 s. & taeociale. $2500 down.
5570/month.
IOXIO $25 10115 540
127 Tearose New
12701436-2524
Concord, Kentucky
12701293-6906
Call Bonnie at (270)
761-7355
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has 2 years old. 3 BR, 2
BA. 1011 Payne St.
units available 753For appt. call 270-9942905 or 753-7536
4380.
PREMIER
3BDFV2 be brick home
MINISTORAGE
on 7 acres in north
*Inside climate control
Calloway, more info at
storage
753-2761 293-2819 or
•Security alarmed
www.owners.com/WT
*Safe & clean
W7832
.We sell boxes!
4 BR, 2 BA brick house
.We rent U-Hauls.
on 36 acres. Large
753-9600
family room with fire
basement.
place,
Toward New Concord,
731 -644$82,000.
Clean-up shop. utilities 0783
paid, washer & dive
4-BR, 2 BA house, DOW
furnished 293-6430
furnace. septic, dishOFFICE or retail space
washer and utility.
available. Pnme loca15mi south of Murray.
tion. 753-2905, 293- $98,500 sell/$800 mo
1480
rent, pets okay. 4362025 evening 293OFFICE or Retail
8062 day.
Space Available
601 Main, Murray
and 0 Midway
Greg Taylor
641 South and
Attornes at Law
Tobacco Rd.
Costrects, Deeds
270.293.3232

AKC Scottish Tema
wheaten
Puppies.
color $350-$400 270236-2210. 270-2362757

'fides. Closings
761-4558

W.0111

CALL now 753 1492 Values like this sell
quickly - 3 BR - 2 BR
FP in FR - screened
porch - fenced yard city schools. C21
Loretta Jobs Reattors
GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes. FSBO
4/3/3, 3,000 AC, 4,000
acres.
.9
total,
$209,000 0130
completely
3/2/2
New
remodeled.
everything. $154.900.
417-337-3561

AKC Stith Tzu puppies.
vet checked, wormed,
first shots, beautiful
5
colors/markings,
male.
1
female,
270-753$300ea.
1059. 270-227-2264.

MURRAY Estates. 3
BA.
BR,
2.5
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated 5 acre lot
7 67-2246.

CKC Registered Pug
puppies Very cute,
shots and wormed
731-782$15C-250
6199

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in RIverfleid
Estates.
Matt Jennings

Corgi puppies. child
friendly, had shots, registered $400 270205-5784

293-7872

DOG Obedience
436-2858
standard
FEMALE
poodle AKC registered.
red. 753-6606.

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

Times

Please
No Phone Calls

(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Additions, Drywall, Painting, Windows

Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone; 270.9711-1007
BRENT ALLEN SEPTECH
(270) 759-1516

pi..

759-05111
.

753-157

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE
(270) 753-5933

..11 Id I
,e,t1t sooltiqz

Haub,*
I

2711-7S3-2279

2008 kymco Xciting
250cc scooter. charcoal gray, two passenger, full gauges, water
cooled, large storage,
very
miles,
3,800
sharp New $4,899.
$4.200 obo. 759-9365.
293-1615.
2003 KAWA Ninja
ZX6R, 7100 miles.
(270)
Red, $5100
356-0273

UM Peru

Wallpapenng,
Painting.
270- 227-6606
FOR all you roofing.
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156.
FOR all you roofing,
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 Or 293-8156

14 15. 16 inch
StaTtlitifalS20
mounted

Can .1.53-5606
SpertU8tke
97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer. fully loaded,
everything,
power
leatther, Mustang GT
engine, $6,300 book.
$4,300 obo. 417-3373561
1990 Toyota 4 Runner
with topper, 6 cylinder,
5 speed. 165,030
miles, runs great.
$3,500 978-6780

Use!Cars
2006 Nissan Altana
24,000 miles, royal
blue, electric, cloth
owner.
1
seats,
$14,500 Call 4368074.
01 Honda Odessey LX,
white103,000 miles, 1
garaged.
owner,
$7000. Call 753-3120.

Yaw
03 Winstar Mini Van
70k, $6,500.
03 Winstar Mini Van,
70k. DVD & VHS player $8.500
673-2323

94 Chevy Silverado
1500 350 CID short
bed, brand new paint
job white. Awesome
cherry bomb mufflers,
headers, super sport
wheel and brand new
tires. Tinted windows.
player.
cd
$689
$3.000. Bottom dollars. 293-4835

•
1.8cM
LaWisl SEitylci
itesseruries.
. tariihraekrig-a
-Le* Vairawating

•

YOUR AD
COULD BE
'MLitt re&
astir eis:ao
motme CALL 153-1916

OWNER wants offer.
141 Blissful View Or,
SarOtOgall Subdivison.
New construction. 4 Br.
2 Ba. 2.534 sq.ft Open
house Tuesday 8/12,
Thursday 8/14 3006 00pm All offers will
be reviewed Friday
3.00pm. For
8/15
more information 270804-1655.

Hill Electric

REDUCED,

CATHY'S

USED TIRES

753-1814

must sell 5 bedroom
lots of
house with
extras Call Ruth Ann
227-3676 Coleman RE

are,thtinren exp.
Sean ft :sualiedira
PO arm MAW'as mat

Since I 986

24 Noun nonce
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

75 -9 2
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.

DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs 293-5438

GRAVEL, whrte rock
sand delivered,
(270)293 1924

agoadu.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame, Jr.

Res.: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
"No job is complete until customer is satisfied.-

JOE S JOBS

.4144-

7.644

PeRTAL
IPOURINdla V
Continuous Gutters,
Garage Door Serylea
Repair
Calmer Greg Mansfield
279) 293-8480
NEED a metal roof
,nstalleci? Call Damn at
270-752-0414.

3391. St. RI 121N.
-753-8087
l,l,Thrraitr, • '
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ROOFING
16yrs
1 year
expenence
labor guarantee Tear
off, nail over, homes
and repairs. Free estimates. 227-5286.
YEARRY'S
Free
Service
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HA Pin
Tuesday. Aug. 12,2008:
Focus on the quality of your
daily life this year, and be willing to do whatever you need to
do to make it work. You might
be delighted by what happens if
you relax and value each
moment. Some of you might
veer in a new direction, while
others stay with what they have.
Learn not to look at others and
judge. If you are single, you
could meet someone quite challenging but very interesting
beginning 2009. The problem
might be separating the wheat
from the chaff. If you are
attached, you discover what the
"little things" really do mean to
your sweetie. CAPRICORN
pushes you often.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Starting now, be more
aware of what you want and
expect out of life, your commitments and work. News or information that heads in your direcNet might be colored. Keep asking questions if you feel unsure.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Make it a requirement
for yourself every so often to pull
back and see the whole story.
Try this little exercise today. You
might not get all the information
otherwise. A child demonstrates
his or her caring in a way that
counts.
GEMINI(May 21-Juna 20)
*et** A partner or key person
in your life clearly has the cards
stacked in his or her favor Do
not get into a tussle. rather,
accept what is The balance of
power could swing in your direction at any given moment
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Others want it their way
Remember that by lust allowing
this to happen, you will not have
to assume as much responsibility Enjoy the many people in your
life, ease up on yourself a bit.
Take some extra time off.
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Free Ceram

Hsi.' OWN sap
Lioangs0 enneyerat

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5286
UNI-SEX multi racial
barber/stylist
black
extensions.
offering
stove irons, perms. finger waves high lights
& more Ask for Alice at
Leta's Beauty Salon
Call 753-8282.
Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe. Dozer.
Backhoe work, Septic
systems. Top soil and
Gravel for sale, delivered. 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032.

Aldridge & PACCuleteri

Rooting Co

• weal!, & veci:d pick
• locally owned/operated
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Carpet &Floors

Melercydse4 anrs

Owner Financed
Land/Horne
$250 daposIt
Terms Negotiable
(270) 443-6737

PRICE

.4••••••1,04
eh!r ;le .k.-.

11;11 t
-470

Satisfaction quataideed

First Come
First Serve

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS

FREEE:Slifnafes

wenweedvs

1850 St. RI. 121S
urray..K Y 42071
270-753-5562

STORAGE building
40x40. gas heat, insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray
$300/month. Call
Carlos Black.
(270)436-2935

a me
Hotiersel
latanaeliate
Debt Italian
(270)761-Horne

teak 0.1101•••

WAREHOUSES

SHOP for rent
$450 00 a rnonth. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

ALL Carpentry
Reniodeiong additions
decks home & mobile

Licensed
FREE
Insured
and
Estimates

rra, t•latc

VW will Arlo/wall, aoept
stittrtimns iii, rt4frstate whch
is not in / tolatIon /4th, law 511
perroret are heft+, in:orno,/
that all dwell/No ads/T/1...1a,
avAil4'4r. or an equal oFthi,rtu
nits basis

Murray Ledger 8
3 Br, brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Ba. new central air/heat, all electric
big fenced backyard
2-car garage. dishw/d
washer. stove
hook-up. STV. lease
$850 Call 270-767
0615

Leap & Tinos Pak
Megan Act Nein

Mw.,..

Calhoon Construction,ut

460
Norms For Ss*

Male oog free to good
home Good with kids
Part Husk* and Chow
270-227-9362.
Free to good home? year old neutered
male boxer Call
43s-2631

" TbiePlaceito.
StPrt•-• Mil-fraY
Ledger:41flmes'
(270)753-1916.

by Jacqueline Mar
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A nice even and steady
pace works for you. If you want
to take a time out, there is no
time like the present. Though
you might want to get a project
done, feeling refreshed might
help you move more quickly.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** What is not said, you
will imagine. For your own protection, discuss what you need.
Do talk about feelings rather
than work from a false premise.
Even then, you might hold back
a lot.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You are anchored and
happy with a family member.
Still, you might not make the
changes this person needs fast
enough. A child or new friendship
could play into the scenano.
Know when you had enough.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Knowing what to ask
for is primary. If you hedge and
you are not direct, you cannot
expect anything less than
mediocre results. Relax with a
situation, and do not get too
uptight, and all falls into place.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Disc. 21)
*** Your more possessive side
emerges. Be careful in your
dealings, as you easily could
back someone into a corner.
Investigate an offer that might
seem too good to be true. You
just could be right
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You smile, and others
respond. Still, you could have a
very different inner dialogue
going. Do not confront others.
rather, be more understanding
and indulge them. You could
iearn a lot more about where
they are coming from.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Know when to call a spade
lust that. As a result you see others with far different perspective
Perhaps you might not be ready
for any general announcements
just yet. Give yourself time 10
judge your conclusion.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Zero in on what you
want. Understand what is happening behind the scenes
Create a better sense of secuaty
and well-being in a relationship
Respond to someone.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of members of Boy Scout Pack 553 of
Hartsville. S.C., helping each other
across the team tightrope course
at the National Scouting Museum at Murray State University.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane
Births reported include twin
baby girls to Trenita and Leman
Anderson and a girl to Cathy
and Jeffrey Clark and a girl to
Mark and Heather Miller. Aug
4.
Bro, Randy Lowe, pastor of
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. was the speaker
at the annual homecoming held
Aug 9 at Liberty Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
20 years ago
Phillip D. Williams, son of Ruth
and Augusta Williams of Murray, has been promoted to the
rank of Chief Warrant Officer of
the United States Army. He is a
crimes senior ease manager at Falls
Church, Va.
Births reported include a boy
to Rhoda and Michael Farris.
Aug. 3, a boy to Melissa and
Gary Outman. a girl to Rhonda
and Byron Smith, a girl to Mary:
and Brett Walker and a boy to
Patricia and Steve McCuiston.
Aug. 4.
Murray High School Varsity
Cheerleaders are Kelli Massey,
Candace Clark, Kaci Bolls, Lauri
Perrin. Sharyn Wright. Heather
Grogan and Chnsty: Watson.

30 years ago
Published is a picture of Yancy
Huie. 7, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Hine of Murray.
accepting a reading certificate and
a "Do-Bee-A-Reader- T-shirt for
winning the Summer Reading Contest at the Calloway County Public Libraiy from Margaret Trevathan, librarian
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman
of home economics department
of Murray State University, was
installed as president of Kappa

Omicron Phi, a national honor
home economics soronty at the
bicentennial meeting at Nashville,
Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs Twyman Edwards
will be married 50 years Aug.
18
40 years ago
The Tennessee Valle v Authority has announced that more than
150,000 acres of land will be
opened to hunting in the Land
Between the Lakes during the
1968-69 season
Army Plc Charles A Black,
son of Mr. and Mrs. George M.
Black of Rt. 2. Murray. is serving with the Fourth Infantry Division near Pink', Vietnam
Jeannette Cathey of Murray
has several of her paintings on
display at the Murray-Calloway
County Public Library. A 1966
graduate of Murray University
High School. she is a junior at
Murray State University and is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H.L. Cathey

50 years ago
R L. Cooper, administrative
assistant of Calloway County
Heath Department has reported
the second case of polio in Calloway County this year. The patient
is Ned Galloway, 12.
Published is a picture of Linda
Sue Gass on her five gaited pony
which won first place trophy at
the Trigg County Horse Show at
Cadiz. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bob Gass of Murray.

60 years ago
Delegates to the National Convention of the Veterans of Foreign Wars from Calloway County Post 5635 are George E. Overbey, commander: Brown Tucker,
ambassador. Lester Nanny and
John Shroat. alternates.
The Executive Board of First
Baptist Church of Murray has
voted to ask each church in the
Blood River Baptist Association
to adopt a canning program for
the Baptist Orphanages in Kentucky.

COMICS / FEATURES
Standing up to sitter stealer won't
solve woman's problem
DEAR ABBY: My friend
stole my baby sitter! It began
when "Mimi" asked for the
name of our sitter. She didn't
have one and said she would
be confident using the girl we
were using. She explained that
it would be
to
only
"occasionally" relieve
her parents,
who usually
looked after
kids.
the
Unlike
Mimi. we
no
have
Dear Abby family in
town.
By Abigail
Van Buren
Now, every
time we are
invited to attend something. I
call our sitter and she has
already been booked by my
'friend." Mimi even books the
girl when she invites US out!
I have mentioned on a couple
of occasions that we couldn't
go because she had already
booked our sitter. Her response?
"Maybe you should check the
baby-sitter list at the gym and
find someone else."
Our husbands work together and we share many of the
same friends. I considered Mimi
a good friend, but now I feel
used. This has been going on
for four months. I'm afraid I
may explode the next time I
see her. How should I handle
this? Mimi acts as if there is
no problem. -- FEELS LIKE
A FOOL, GAINESVILLE,
FLA.
DEAR FEELS LIKE A
FOOL: Mimi is acting like
there is no problem because
there IS no problem -- for Mimi.

Todayinllistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. Aug. It. the
224th day of 2008. There are 142
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History
On Aug. I 1. 1949. President
Truman nominated Gen. Omar N.
Bradley to become the first chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
On this date:
In 1919. Germany's Weimar
Constitution was signed by President Fnedrich Ebert.
In 1934. the first federal prisoners arrived at the island prison
Alcatraz in San Francisco Bay.
In 1942. dunng World War II.
Pierre Laval, prime minister of
Vichy France, publicly declared
that "the hour of liberation for
France is the hour when Germany
wins the war.In 1954. a formal peace took
hold in Indochina. ending more
than seven years of fighting

Et A Ei

between the French and Communist Vietminh,
In 1956. abstract painter Jackson Pollock, 44, died in an automobile accident on New York's
Long Island.
In 1962. the Soviet Union
launched cosmonaut Andnan Nikolayev on a 94-hour flight
In 1965, noting and looting
that claimed 34 lives broke out
in the predominantly black Watts
section of Los Angeles.
In 1984. President Reagan joked
during a voice test for a paid
political radio address that he had
"signed legislation that will outlaw Russia forever. We begin
bombing in five minutes."
In 1992, the Mall of Amenca,
the biggest shopping mall in the
U.S., opened in Bloomington.
Minn
In 1993, President Clinton
named Army Gen. John Sha-

likashvili to be the new chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, succeeding the retiring General Colin
Powell
Ten years ago: One of the
shooters in the Jonesboro, Ark.,
schoolyard massacre. Mitchell
Johnson. pleaded guilty to murder and battery and the other,
Andrew Golden, was convicted
iThe boys, ages 14 and 12, were
detained by Arkansas juvenile
authonties until they turned 18,
then transferred to federal custody. Federal authorities released
the two when they turned 21.)
British Petroleum announced it
was purchasing Amoco for $49
Five years ago: President Bush
chose Utah Gov. Mike Leavitt to
head the Environmental Protection Agency. NATO took command of the 5,000-strong peacekeeping force in Afghanistan.

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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You have assessed the situation correctly. She did use you.
If I had to make a guess,
Mimi is moqopolizing your
sitter because her parents have
decided they have been good
sports and watched the kids
to the point that they would
like a social life of their own.
I'm sorry, but the way to
handle this is to find another
sitter. And next time don't be
so generous in sharing your
resources with Mimi.(The same
goes for your hairdresser and
your house cleaner if you have
one.)
•••
DEAR ABBY: My partner
and I have been together 10
years. We are both in our mid40s. We have an 8-year-old
daughter, hut lost our 3-yearold son to cancer two years
ago.
We decided to become foster parents in the hope of
adopting a child. Two months
ago. we took in a 3 1/2-yearold little boy. We were told
he was "slightly delayed' in
his development but have now
discovered that he is functioning at the level of an 18month-old. The neurologist told
us the child may progress -or not.
At this point in my life I
do not have the strength or
patience to deal with a child
with such special needs:1 have
expressed my concerns to my
partner, but she wants to give
it more time. I feel the longer
we have him, though, the harder it will be for all of us if
it does not work out.
I already have three grown
children and one grandchild. I
want to devote my energy to
our 8-year-old, who is still
coping with the loss of her
brother. Please give me an
opinion.
objective
STRESSED IN NEW JERSEY
STRESSED:
DEAR
Because you are unable to give
the little boy the love and support he needs, admit it now
and return him to the state.
He may be better off with a
special family that has capehence in raising children with
developmental disabilities.
That you were not given
accurate information about the
boy is deplorable, but the longer
you wait, the more complicated the situation will become
-- not only for you, but also
for your impressionable daughter, who may need professional help to understand why you
did it, that it is no threat to
her, and reassurance that children are not interchangeable.

Moodily, August II, 2008 • "1

Peripheral neuropathy
difficult to diagnose
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 75-year-old woman who had
major problems with my hands
several years ago. and I'm rapidly losing the use of them.
After going to an internist,
three neutosurgeons and a
rheumatologist. I was
diagnosed
with penpheral
neuropathy
Nothing the
doctors presc n bed, nor
any of the
treatments I
Of. Gott
had, made a
difference . 1
By
then saw a
Dr. Peter Gott
doctor who
practices acupuncture. After
many sessions, my hands
regained function. I am thankful I had the courage to try
this alternative treatment, and
I thank you for being open to
hearing what works for patients
and shanng that information
with your readers.
DEAR READER: Penpheral neuropathy is sometimes
difficult to diagnose. It commonly results from a traumatic injury, infection, exposure
to toxins or metabolic problems, such as diabetes.
It begins with a gradual
numbness of the hands and/or
feet that can spread upward
into the legs and arms. its signature is a burning, often sharp,
electric-like pain. Muscle weakness or paralysis, a lack of
coordination and an extreme
sensitivity to touch can be a

part of the condition.
Common causes are vitamin B deficiency, rheumatoid
arthritis and other auto-immuix
diseases, kidney and liver disease. HIV/AIDS. an underactive thyroid and exposure to
poisons or heavy metals.
Treatment provided by your
physician will depend on the
extent of the neuropathy. Mild
forms might be treated with
over-the-counter medications
(OTC), while more severe cases
might require prescription
painkillers, anti-depressants,
lidocaine patches and antiseizure medications. Home
remedies include exercise, hand
and foot massages. avoiding
prolonged pressure, eating
healthful meals and cessation
of smoking.
Acupuncture is somewhat
questionable, since scientific
research cannot demonstrate if
it is effective against any disease. I can only say that if it
worked for you when all else
failed, you at least were able
to find relief from the pain
you experienced. Perhaps this
will help other readers; however, I would suggest they first
travel the traditional route of
care
physiciaq,
primary
rheumatologist and neurosur:geon. There's a pretty sophitas.
heated group of physicians oud there who can help many
pie with health problems. Thank
you for sharing your succes1Cstory.
7.>"
To give you related infos:::
:
nation, I am sending you 5
copy of my Health Reporpe
"Managing Chronic Pairi,

Costractilridge
North dealer.
Neither side vulnerable

NORTH
48
IIPQ 5
•K 10 8 7 4 3 2
4Q .1 5
EAST
WEST
•5 4 2
•Kl 1097
TK 9 6 4 3
.10 8 7
•A J 5
•9
•l07
496 4 2
SOUTH
illiAQ6 3
AJ 2
•Q 6
4A K 83
The bidding:
South
West
Fast
North
I•
Pass
1•
Pass
Pass
Pass
2 NT
2•
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead --- seven of hearts.
Dna deal occurred in a world
championship match played by Italy
and France.
At the first table, Benito (iarozto
and Pietro forquet, using the
Neapolitan Club system, bid the
North-South cards as shown. Forquet's opening club bid indicated 17
or more high-card points, not necessarily including clubs. and the twoclub response also artificial) indicated North's high-card values.
From then on. the bidding was
natural, and ['coquet ended up in
three notrump The French West
1Pierre (thestemi made the inspired

choice of the heart seven as his opening lead, and the first trick went Q.
K-A.
Declarer then led a low diamond •
to the king, East taking the ace and
returning a low heart Eorquet played
low but had to win West's heart con- .
tinuation with the jack He next
cashed the queen of diamonds, led a
club to the jack and conceded a diamond to East's jack, thus establishing the suit
East thereupon cashed two heart
tricks to set the contract. The opening
heart lead had proven to he a killer.
The bidding at the second table
was altogether different. The french
North Hose Le Dentto opened the
bidding as dealer with three diamonds, to which South i('laude
Deruy) responded six notrump, closing the auction.
The Italian West had a very difficult choice of opening leads. Finally.
after long thought, he led the nine of
diamonds.
Declarer covered the nine with
dummy's ten, and that was the end of.;
that South ssas now certain to ss.orda.
six diamond tncks, four clubs and his:;
two major-sun aces to come to 11,
incks.
And so, the strange result was that
at the table where declarer was in:
three notrurnp, he went down one, while at the other table, the declarer'
in six notrump made the slam.
The Dahlia West didn't sleep too
well that night.

Tomorrow: It's so easy to go wrong.

Crossworls
42 Not waste
44 Shoat's home
45 Boot upper
47 Complete
reversals
(hyph )
50 Orange seed
51 Alice's
chronicler
53 Atom fragments
55 Bullring yet
56 Mexican lad
57 Surmounting
58 Some. to Pierre
59 Motel freebie
60 Fresh

ACROSS

Et L

1 Colors
5 Fix apples
9 Understood
12 German import
13 Shah's land
14 Frat letter
15 Fuddy-duddy
16 Long sighs
17 Traveler's
refuge
18 Apartment
dweller
20 Till
22 Freud topic
23 Pro vote
24 Scold
27 Informal parent
28 Candle s night
32 Furrow
33 Boutiques
36 Gas-station
freebie. once
37 FitzGerald's
poet
39 Two.
Roman-style
40 Hint at

E:111ECii)
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DOWN
1 Skip stones
2 Round tent
3 Adams or
Brickell
4 Endorsed
5 Baby grand
6 Trapped like
— —
7 Super Bowl roar
8 Happen next

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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9 Pluck
10 Disappointed
cry (2 wds )
11 Coal measure
19 Dnes out
as wood

.10
1

2

3

I
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11
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18
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32

SOO

SOMETIMES I LIE AWAKE AT NIE,HT, AND
I ASK,#WHEN WILL IT ALL .NP?"

THEN A VOICE COMES TO ME THAT
5AY5,#R16HT AI:TER THE CREPITS!
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16
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4 allii°111111
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50..
55
55

a.-.111111111
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59

21 Pester
23 Bark
24 — -Magnon
man
25 Whir
26 Call — — day
27 Taro-root
paste
29 Racing circuit
30 Wildcat strike
31 Kind of humor
34 Go quickly
35 In —
(as found)
38 Pirate's quaff
41 Countless
43 Bridges
44 Bend down
45 Loathsome
46 Goodall
subject
47 Wrist bone
48 Make mention
of
49 Powder
to skiers
50 Herd
of whales
52 Guanabara
Bay port
54 Observe
secretly
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Transfers
of
Power?

RACER FALL CAMP

HIGH-PROFILE STUDS
SEEK PLAYING TIME
AT LOWER LEVEL
MICHAEL DANN
SPYDER BYITS
OVC/ COLLEGE
NOTEBOOK

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

Austen Lane was named as a first team preseason defensive player by the Ohio Valley Conference during Football Media Day this past
July. Lane led all defensive tackles last season with 48 stops, including 28 solo.

Leader of the Pack
AS LAST YEAR'S DEFENSIVE LEADER, LANE HOPES TO HAVE REPEAT PERFORMANCE

I

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
f you have Nathan Williams respect. you're doing OK
for yourself.
The sixth-year senior linebacker on this year's Murray State football team casually refers to Austen Lane
as "his boy.'
The only problem is when Lane steps on the field, he usually separates himself as a man among boys.
The six-foot-six, 250-pound junior from Iola. Wisc., was
named preseason first team defense by the Ohio Valley Conference, due in large part to his 48 stops at defensive end last
season and 28 solo stops.
Lane started all 10 games and led the defensive line in
stops. He ranked second on the team last year with 8.5 tackles-for-loss and 3.5 sacks.
And Williams, who got a sideline look at Lane while sitting out with a medical redshirt during last year's 2-9 campaign, says watching him is one of the reasons he's excited
to be coming back this season.
"To be playing alongside that guy, are you kidding me? Of
course. I am excited," he said. "He brings the same kind of
mentality to the defense that 1 bring. I can't wait to get in
there with him."
Matt Griffin explains there is one difference between good
and great: Hard work. But Lane is trying to not only make
himself better, but his teammates as well.
When asked how he does that, Lane responded, "You have
to give 110 percent every time. Every single rep and every
single play."
Those qualities are what has quickly caught the eye of Griffin in a short amount of time.
"The thing that makes Austen such a potentially great player is he's got a great motor," Griffin said "He plays to his
fullest potential every snap."
Lane admits that an OVC championship ring is the only
thing that really matters, and while he's at it, he wouldn't
M Sot LANE,9
MW

MEDIA DAY

When. Wednesday Aug 13. 11 1m
Where: Racer Room beneath Stewart Stadium
In Anendancel Besides head coach Matt Grifhn assostarrt coaches Iceeth Matheny
and Fitch Nagy along with student-athletes Nathan WilliIrrs Jeff Ehrhardt Austen
Lane. Cherie Jordan Stepehen Huff and We Werner

MICHAEL DANN

Ledger S Times

Austen Lane ranked second on the Racers last season with 8.5 tackles-for-loss and 3.5 sacks. Lane, seen here in action against Austin
Peay, had his best game, recording 11 tackles, 10 solo and 2.5 sacks.

If you think Ryan Perrilloux was the
only high profile transfer to make waves
in the Ohio Valley Conference this offseason, think again.
Keep in mind, just recently Hopkinsville native and former Kentucky
quarterback Curtis Pulley took a trip to
Eastern Kentucky to check out the
Colonels' facilities after being kicked
off the Wildcats by head coach Rich
Brooks.
Reports state that Pulley will not
seek a transfer to EKU, but he's one
of the few that didn't.
Former University of Louisville and
Pleasure Ridge Park wide receiver 'Juan
Spillman has transferred to Tennessee
State University.
Spillman caught nine passes for 64
yards and rushed four times for 42 yards
as a sophomore before being suspended for the second half of last season
He was dismissed after his arrest on
drug and gun charges last month.
Spillman and Perrilioux are just two
transfers from high profile programs.
Conventional wisdom says that the
reason for transferring from a Bowl
Championship Series conference to that
of the Football Championship Subdivision is the pnvilege of not having to
sit out a year.
I say it's the big fish in a little pond_
•
complex.
These guys know they're good. They
know they'll be given the royal treatment. Why not showcase their skills at
a lower level, all the while taking a
spot away from a student-athlete wh.,
may not have the goods. but has busted his hump just as hard in spring conditioning and fall camp.
Obviously, these two aren't the first
and we all know they won't be the last
One of the coaches to really rake in
the transfer talent is Eastern Illinois'
Bob Spoo.
The Dean of OVC football coaches.
Spoo has former Florida running back
Chevon Walker, former Iowa kicker
Austin Signor, former Minnesota offen
sive lineman Otis Hudson and former
Illinois defensive tackle D'Angelo
McCray.
Walker's immediate impact for the Pan
thers may have to wait a handful of games
His NCAA eligibility was put inu
question after he sold complimentary
tickets to a Gator football game. Accord
ing to a report out of the Journal Gazette
Times-Courier out of Charleston, Ill
Walker could miss road games versus
Central Michigan and Illinois as well
as a home game vs. Indiana State before
returning at Illinois State on Sept. 20
"We're trying to mitigate that with
some appeals," Spoo told the newspaper. "When we first started, he had four
games that he would had to have sat
out. I think it's down to three, but we're
still appealing."
Spoo later added that even if he doe,
have the above penalties imposed on
him, he would be available for the start
of conference play.
The Panthers backfield will now consist of Travorus Bess, Norris Smith and
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PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

son C;

Lakers take VII title
LATER THIS WEEK,
THE MURRAY LEDGER
. & TIMES WILL
HAVE COMPLETE
PREVIEWS ANP
PROFILES ON ALL
FOUR HIGH SCHOOL
GOLF PROGRAMS.
lir

CCHS SHOOTS 317 TO WIN
Staff Report
Calloway County's 'A' team won the
Paducah Tilghman Invitational Tournament
at Paxton Park Saturday Aug. 9 with a
total 317.
Grayson County posted a 318 and Ballard Memorial tied with a 319 for third.
Calloway's 'B' team posted a 380. Eric
Straub of Heath won first individual honors with a 68 and Brad Alexander of
Grayson carded a 69.
Chasten Howard of Calloway tied for
third with Sammy Thompson of St. Mary

WOMC

BY A STROKE

forcing a playoff which ended three holes
later with Howard making birdie to break
the tie. Thirteen schools from around the
area competed in this event.
Howard led the Lakers with a 74. followed by Brock Simmons (78), Hunter
Garrison (82), Matt McReynolds (83) and
Austin Miles (87).
Calloway's 'B' team was paced by Ryan
Butler, who fired an 86. James Boone (88).
Jeremy Pruitt (96), Cortland Kemp (108)
and Connor Wagner (109) rounded out the
Laker contingent.

Calloway County took home the trophy from this wgekend's
Paducah Tilghman Invitational, where they shot a total 317
to lead the field. Front row, from left: Matt McReynolds,
Chasten Howard and Hunter Garrison. Back row: Brock
Simmons, Coach Johnny Hutching and Austin Miles.
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RACER FOOTBALL ROUNDUP

MSU has first scrimmage over weekend
RACERS RETURN TO
PRACTICE TUESDAY WITH
TWO-A-DAYS
Staff Repon
The Murray State loothall team had a
big weekend, playing its first scrimmage
on Saturday and earning a day off with
a physical workout that pleased head
coach Man Gnffin on Sunday.
The Racers battled it out for just over
an hour Saturday afternoon on the turf at
Stewart Stadium.
The defense controlled the early portion of the scrimmage as after Derrick
Townsel hauled in a I3-yard reception on
the first play from scrimmage, the offense
only mustered one more first down in
their first four senes.
After working on special teams, the
offense regrouped and came out to score
four touchdowns the remainder of the scrimmage. Paul McKinnis started the drive
with an II-yard run before Jeff Ehrhardt
hit Townsel for a 10-yard gain on thirdand-nine. Kenny Benjamin set up a firstand-goal with a 10-yard grab over the
middle. The defense would step up and
hold the offense on the next three plays
before Ehrhardt took the ball himself and
forced his way into the endzone from
two-yards out.
Tight end Zach Knight had the big
play on the next senes as Chris Franklin
hit him on a 34-yard strike down the
right seam. Running back Corey Borden
would cap off the drive as he took an
option pass from Franklin around right
end for the I3-yard score.
A big play set up the next scoring
drive as Prince Nwagbara broke off a 25yard run to set the offense up inside the
10-yard line. After a pass interference call
moved the ball to the two yard line, the
defense stiffened as linebackers Nathan
Williams and Tamar Butler. along with
safety Taylor Lanigan helped stuff the
next three running plays. A second pass
interference call on founh down gave the
offense new life and Bryan Cardenas
punched the ball in from one-yard out.
Cardenas was back at it again on the
next series as he took an option pitch on
fourth down and went down the left side-

line for a I9-yard gain. Freshman wide
receiver Ja-Vonta Trotter finished the drive
by taking a pitch around left end for a
three-yard touchdown run
"I think our defense came out and
played a little bit faster the first couple
series and that is generally how it goes
in the first scrimmage," Griffin said. "I
do like the way our offense recovered in
the back half of the scrimmage.
"I think defensively we are playing
with great enthusiasm and running to the
football. You are hearing less coaching
volume about little things, like pursuit, wrap
and tackle, and that is a good thing.
"Offensively, our composure wasn't
very good coming out of the gate and
that was a little disappointing, but we
did wake up and continue to play. We
talk to our guys everyday about playing
the next play and that is what they did."
With a day off on the line, the Murray State football team came out on Sunday afternoon and went through a very
physical workout on the turf at Stewart
Stadium.
'I thought we came out very fast and
I thought we finished even faster, which
was real important after the first scrimmage,' said head coach Matt Griffin.
"Especially with the heat, it would have
been a great opportunity for some guys
to take a day off and pack it in and go
through the motions. We didn't do that
and I was really, really pleased."
After starting practice by working on
their return game, both punt and kickoff,
the Racers went through a small individual period before coming together for a
short team period. The intensity carried
over from yesterday's scrimmage as the
two units got after each other with both
sides of the ball coming up with big
plays.
The units would come together one
more time at the end of practice as they
went through a simulated third down drill
where the offense had to convert on third
down against a blitzing defense. The offense
converted early as Kenny Benjamin and
Patrick Robertson hauled in long passes
before the defense battled back to get a
deflection from Blake Booth and a sack
from Zach Kutch on the final play.
The team will not take the practice
field on Monday, but will return to the
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

MICHAEL DANN / Lodger & Times
Austen Lane battles offensive lineman
Omare Harris during practice last week.
The Racers held their first scnmmage
over the weekend.
field for two practices on Tuesday. The
morning practice is scheduled for 815
a.m., while the afternoon practice is slated to begin at 4:05 p.m. Both practices
will be held inside Stewart Stadium.
Griffin said he was pleased with the
many battles for playing time he sees
amongst his players.
"Their position is on the line everyday and we met for quite a while this
morning as a staff evaluating every position and player," he said. "We made some
changes and there are some guys that are
a little ticked off today, and I am glad.
The message is going to be clear and
consistent and fair, that the best players
are going to play."
Griffin singled out the defensive line
as the most improved unit on his squad.
"The group that is probably playing a
lot better than they were a year ago is
the defensive line," he said. "You have
a group of guys that are going into their
third year starting and playing significant
reps and that makes all the difference in
the world. They have developed physically and have matured. That in turn will
make our offensive line better. When those
two groups start playing well, even if
your skill pool is very limited, you can
be a very good football team."

American League Standings
All Times CDT
East Divtsion
L Pct GB
W
46 607
—
rampa Bay
67 51 5613 4 12
Boston
Yuck
New
63 55 534 8 I/2
59 59 50012 1 12
Toronto
Baltimore
56 60 48314 1/2
Division
Central
L Psi GB
W
Chicago
65 51 560
1/2
556
52
65
Minnesota
Detroit
58 59 496 71)2
54 64 458
12
Kansas Cog
13
52 64 448
Cleveland
YAsel Division
L Pct all
W
74 43 632
Los Angeles
10
61 58 513
Texas
20
54 63 462
Oakland
45 73 38129 1P2
Seattle

Sunday's Genus
Detroit 6 Oakland
Cleveland 4 Toronto 0
Texas 15 Baltimore 7
Chicago White Sox 6 Boston 5
Kansas Csy. 5. Minnesota 4 12 innings
L A Angels 4 N V Yankees 3
Tampa Bay 11 Seattle 3
Monday's Games
Toronto at Detroit 6 05 p m
Baltimore at Cleveland. 605 pm
NY Yankees at Minnesota. 7 10 p rn
Boston at Chicago White Sox. 7 11 p m
Tuesday's Games
Texas (Feldman 4-5o at Boston I TEA)
605 pm
Toronto (Burnett 14 9) at Detroit 'Miner
6-4) 6 05 p m
Baltimore iOlson 8-61 at Cleveland
(Sowers 1-61 6 05 P
N V Yankees (Mussels 15-7) at
Minnesota (Blackburn 9-6) 7 top m
Kansas City (Bannister 7-10i at
Chicago White Sox (Vazquez 8-101.
7 11 pm
Tampa Bay (Karnir 8.5i at Oakland
(Gonzalez 0-1). 905 p m
Sean* (Washburn 5-11) at L A Angels
(Garland 10-7). 905 p m
Wsdnesdey's Games
NY Yankees at Minnesota 12 10 p m
Texas at Boston 6 05 p m
Toronto at Detroit 6 05 p ill
Baltimore at Cieveland. 6 05 p m
Kansas City at Chicago While Sox 7 11
pm
Tampa Bay at Oakland 9 05 p m
Sean* at L A Angels 9 05 p is

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
L Pct GB
W
—
64 53 547
Ptutaceons
2
62 55 530
Sam York
212
525
56
62
Floods
55 63 466 9 12
Atlenta
44 74 37320 12
Washington
Central °Witten
L Pct ae
W
7, 476.02
-Chicago
4
Milwaukee
67 51 588
7
65 55 542
St Louis
58 59 49612 1 2
Houston
53 64 45317 1 2
Pinsburti
Cincinnat
52 67 43719 1,2
West Division
L Pet OB
W
—
Anzona
60 58 508
498 1 1/2
59
58
Los Angeles
8
53 67 442
Colorado
9
50 66 431
San Francisco
14
72)90
46
San Diego

Sunday's Games
Plonda 8 N V Mets 2
Houston 13 Cincinnati 4
Philadelphia 6 Pittsburgh 3
Milwaukee 5 Washington 4 3 innings
San Diego 16 Colorado 7
San Francisco 5 L A Dodgers 4
Arizona 6 Atlanta I
Chicago Cubs S St L(XIIS 2
Mondays Games
Pittsburgh at N Y Mets +2 10 p m
Washington at Milwaukee 1 05 p m
St Loins at Florida 6 'Op m
San Francisco at Houston 7 05 p m
Phaadelphia at LA Dodgeis 9 10 p m
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati (Voiguez 13,5; at Pittsburgh
,Karstens 2-01 605 P rn
ChiCeg0 Cubs (Harden 6-21 at Atlanta
(Morton 3-5). 6 10 p tr,
St Lam (Lohse 13-4) at Florida
)voistad 3-21. 6 10 pm
NY Meta (J Santana 9-7) at
Washington (Od Perez 5-81 6 10 p m
San Francisco ILincecurn 12.31 at
Houston (Oswalt 9-8) 705 p m
Arizona (Johnson 9-8/at Colorado
iJimenez 8-10) 8 05 p m
-71 at San Diego
Milwaukee (Suppan,
(Beek 4-61. 9 05 p m
Philadelphia Iliamels 9-81 at L A
Dodgers ;Kershaw 2-3). 9 10 pm
Wednesday's Games
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh 6 05 p is
Chicago Cubs at Atlanta. 6 10 pm
NY Mets at Washington 6 10 p m
St Louis at Ronda 6 10 p m
San Francisco at Houston. 7 05 p vi
Anzona at Colorado. 8 05 p is
Mthvaukee at San Diego. 9 05 p is
Philadelphia at L A Dodgers 9 10 p m

•Transfers
From Page 9
Walker.
Meanwhile, Hudson, a 6foot-5 0-lineman, played two
seasons for the Golden Gophers
from 2006-07. He redshirted
in 2005 and played four games
as a reserve defensive lineman
before moving to the offensive
line last season. McCray is a
6-foot-4. 333-pound defensive
tackle who was redshirted as
a member of the Illini's Rose
Bowl team last season. McCray
was a second team All-American by USA Today after coming out of Andrew Jackson
High School in Jacksonville.
Fla. He was a five-star recruit.
ranking as the fourth best defensive tackle nationally by
Scout.com.
Seek Mates
Jack Crowe claims it's not
so he can keep a watchful eye
on his new and often-troubled
quarterback Ryan Perri!lout, but
the longtime Jacksonville State
head football coach will be
staying with his team in the
dorms during the Gamecocks'
fall workouts.
The name of the dorms in
which Crowe will be staying:

Crow Hall..
Isn't that ironic.
Crowe first moved into the
dorms the first of the month
and in an article posted on
www.gadstientimes.com, the
head coach said he expected
his first night in the dorm to
be "quiet."
"I suspect it will be very
quiet," he said. "I think these
guys are going to be tired and
be quiet. I've got my toothbrush and my coffee pot, so
I'm ready."
This is the first time Crowe
has stayed with his team since
he was the head coach at Livingston back in 1978.
Star Truism*
A few days after former
Tennessee Titan and Baltimore
Steve
quarterback
Raven
McNair visited UT Martin fall
football practice, Southeast
Missouri State got a surprise
guest of its own.
Mark Rypien, who was
named Super Bowl MVP in
1991 after leading the Washington Redskins to a 37-24
victory over Buffalo attended
the practice and talked to the
Redhawks.

Rypien was in town for a
golf outing at Dalhousie Golf
Club.
Kokos
Murray State junior and former Butler High School star
Jared Wolfe recently took home
the Musselman-Dunne Junior
Golf Tour men's college division title.
They Said It
Miles Edwards, a sophomore wide receiver from Southeast Missouri State, told the
Southeast Missourian, 'To be
honest with you, I expect us
to go undefeated. It's hard, but
I just feel good about our players.'
Editor's note: The Redhawks
play preseason top 10 Missouri in the second game of
the season in Columbia ... not
Cape Girardeau, as if location
mattered.
Edwards wasn't done.
'They tie their shoes just
like us. I'm just that comfortable,' he said
Redhawk Fallout
Wil Bogan will be transferring to Shawnee (III.) Community College after being
declared academically ineligi-

SCHEDULE, RESULTS
Murray State
im uses combat ass s.is.1
DATE
8-28
9-6
9-13
9-20
9-27
10-4
10-11
10-18
11-1
11-8
11-15
11-22

OPPONENT
LAMBUTH
at Indiana
ILLINOIS STATE
at Western Kentucky
UT MARTIN
St Austin Petty
TENNESSEE TECH
at Jacksonville Stale
at Eastern Minds
SEMO
at Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE STATE

TIWIE
pm
6 p.m.
6p.m
TBA
p.M
6 p.m.
3 p.M.
4 p.m.
130 p m
1110 p.m
12 p.m.
1 p.m

ble for SEMO for the first
semester of the 2008-09 season.
Bogan,a 6-foot-10 center out
of Bell City High School, performed solidly for SEMO as
a freshman this past year averaging seven points and 3.7
rebounds per game, while hitting a team-high 56.6 percent
of his field-goal attempts. He
made three starts and averaged 15.4 minutes.
Bogan was SEMO's sixthleading scorer and fourth-leading rebounder. Among returning players for this upcoming
season. Bogan would have been
the Redhawks' No. 3 scorer
and No. 2 rebounder.

RACER SOCCER ROUNDUP

Blue squad takes home
scrimmage victory
MSUIS SEASON OPENER WILL
BE AUG. 22 vs. BELMONT
By MSU Sports Information to 2-1 with 17:11 in the second period when Melisa Curry
The first week of preseafired a shot from 30 yards out
son camp for the Murray State
in the center of the field. The
women's soccer team ended Satball cleared goalkeeper Tara
scrimurday with the blue-gold
Isbell and ricocheted off the
mage at Cutchin Field.
cross bar and into the back of
away
came
The Blue squad
the goal.
with a 3-2 victory in the exhiIn the third period, the Blue
bition that was played over three squad pushed in front by a 3periods.
25-minute
1 score when Clay scored her
The Blue team never trailed second goal of the day unasafter scoring the game's first sisted. The Gold team made it
goal with 2:20 left in the first a 3-2 final when Nicole Evans
period. Sophie Hargreaves set scored on a set up by Rachel
up Rebekah Clay with a mid- Wright.
dle pass and Clay beat goalThe Racers will continue prekeeper Katrina Goscha with a season camp and prepare for
low shot to the left corner.
an exhibition game in Macon,
The Blue team made it a Ga. Saturday against Mercer
2-0 lead on a goal with 22:40 at noon.
The season opener for MSU
left in the second period when
Laken Dirkes scored off a pass is set for Aug. 22 at Cutchin
Field when the Racers host
from Hargreaves.
The Gold team cut the lead Belmont at 3 p.m.

•Lane
From Page 8
mind proving a few critics
wrong along the way.
"Everyone is rating us eighth
or whatever they have us,"
Lane said. "We're upset about
that because they're not at our
practice and they don't know
what we are doing. I think this

year, we're really looking to
prove a lot of the critics wrong.
"The only people who are
really concerned about what
this team is going to do this
year are the players that you
see on that field right now.
No one else's opinion really
matters."

Hartline eager
to prove
he belongs
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Mike Hartline envisioned the
day when Kentucky coach Rich
Brooks walked over to him,
put a hand on his shoulder
pads and told Hartline he d
won the starting quarterback
job.
Hartline just didn't envision
the talk would come before
the first snap of fall practice.
Yet when Brooks dismissed
junior quarterback Curtis Pulley last week for violating team
rules, it ended any training camp
duel between Hartline and Pulley before it hegan, making
the redshirt sophomore the de
facto starter in the process.
Now. Hartline's goal is to
prove it's a job he would have
won anyway.
"You don't want to take
anything for granted," Hartline
said. "Just because Curtis is
gone, that doesn't mean I don't
have to work. That doesn't mean
I can just rest easy. I've got
to keep going."
The truth is Hartline may
have already beaten Pulley
before Pulley's legal troubles
sent him packing.
Though the two played to
a draw during spring practice,
Hartline's work off the field
over the last four months gave
him the edge in the locker
TOM.

TODAY
LITTLE LEAGUE BASEBALL
7p
ESPN2 - Playoffs Mil-Atlantic
regional hnal teams TRA at Bnst.JI
Conn
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
9 p.m
ESPN2 — Philadelphia at A
Dodgers
NFL FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN — Preseason Cincinnati at
Green Bay
OLYMPICS
4 p.m.
CNBC — Boxing 57kg and 6134. at
Beeng Isame-day tape)
S p.m.
OXY — Eguestnan eventing cross
country, gymnastics. at Besing (sameday tape)
7 p.m.
NBC — LIVE men s gymnastics learn
swimming Gold
finals
Medal
Gold
Medal finals men s 200m freestyle
100m backstroke women s 100m
backstroke 100m breaststroke swimming semifinals mien s 200m butlerny
women s 2000' individual medley
beach volleybak U S vs Cuba
SAME-DAY TAPE men s diving platform synchronized Gold Medal finals
at Beeing
II p.m.
CNBC — Softball U S vs Venezuela
boxing 51kg and 54kg Norninahon
bouts at Bearing
12:05 a.m.
NBC -- Men's volleyball U S vs Italy
swimming semifinals women s 200m
freestyle. at Belong (delayed tape)
1 cm.
US
USA — LIVE men's
tennis
women s held hock
vs Angola
try US vs Japan rowing. DELAYED
TAPE men s water polo Serbia vs
Croatia men s canoeing single white water Gold medal finals badminton
round of 16 at Bosind

NO EXPERIENCE? NO PROBLEM.
• Kyher

pay AND more miles

• Nearly 2/3 of drivers get home
daily or weekly
DAVE WINDER MSU Sports Information
Murray State goalkeeper Tara Isbell battles for the ball
with Knsta Muilkens during the Racers Blue-Gold Scrimmage at Cutchin Field Saturday. The Blue squad won
the match 3-2.

• Company-provided training
available
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Iraq demands
Russian jets swarm, bomb Georgia
'clear timeline' for
US withdrawal

-

BAGHDAD(AP) — Iraq's foreign minister insisted Sunday that
any security deal with the United States must contain a "very clear
timeline- for the departure of U.S. troops. A suicide bomber struck
north of Baghdad, killing at least five people including an American
soldier.
Foreign Minister Hoshyar Zeban told reporters that American
and Iraqi negotiators were "very close" to reaching a long-term
secunty agreement that will set the rules for U.S. troops in Iraq after
the U.N. mandate expires at the end of the year.
Zebari said the Iraqis were insisting that the agreement include a
"very clear timeline" for the withdrawal of U..S.-led forces, but he
refused to talk about specific dates.
"We have said that this is a condition-driven process,- he added,
suggesting that the departure schedule could be modified if the
security situation changed.
But Zebari made clear that the Iraqis would not accept a deal that
lacks a tiineline for the end of the U.S. military presence.
"No, no definitely there has to be a very clear timeline," Zebari
replied when asked if the Iraqis would accept an agreement that did
not mention dates.
Differences over a withdrawal timetable have become one of the
most contentious issues remaining in the talks, which began early
this year. U.S. and Iraqi negotiators missed a July 31 target date for
completing the deal, which must be approved by Iraq's parliament.
President Bush has steadfastly refused to accept any timetable
for bringing U.S. troops home. Last month, however, Bush and
Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki agreed to set a "general time horizon" for a U.S. departure.
Last week, two senior Iraqi officials told The Associated Press
that American negotiators had agreement to a formula which would
remove U.S. forces from Iraqi cities by June 30, 2009, with all combat troops out of the country by October 2010.
The last American support troops would leave about three years
later. the Iraqis said.
But U.S. officials insist there is no agreement on specific dates.
Both the American and Iraqi officials spoke on condition of
anonymity because the talks are ongoing. Iraq's Shiite-led government believes a withdrawal schedule is essential to win parliamentary approval.
American officials have been less optimistic because of major
differences on key issues including who can authorize U.S. military
operations and immunity for U.S. troops from prosecution under
Iraqi law.
The White House said discussions continued on a bilateral agreement and said any timeframe discussed was due to major improvements in security over the past year.
"We are only now able to discuss conditions-based lime horizons
because security has improved so much. This would not have been
possible 18 months ago," White House spokesman Gordon
Johndroe said Sunday. "We all look forward to the day when Iraqi
security forces take the lead on more combat missions. allowing
U.S. troops to serve in an overwatch role, and more importantly
return home."
Iraq's position in the U.S. talks hardened after a series of leaqi
military successes against Shiite and Sunni extremists in Basra.
Baghdad, Mosul and other major cities.
Violence in Iraq has declined sharply over the past year following a U.S. troop buildup. a Sunni revolt against al-Qaida in Iraq and
a Shiite militia cease-fire. But attacks continue, raising concern that
the militants are trying to regroup.

TBILISI. lieurgia oal") -Swarms of Russian jets
launched new raids on Georgian
territory today and Georgia
faced the threat of a second front
of fighting as Russia demanded
that Georgia disarm troops near
the breakaway province of
Abkhazia.
While a senior Russian general insisted that Russia has no
plans to press further into
Georgian territory — its troops
are now in two breakaway
provinces -- the order to disarm
carried the threat that Russiansponsored
fighting
would
spread.
The new air forays into
Georgia — even as Georgian
President Mikhail Saakashvili
on signed a cease-fire pledge —
appeared to show Russian determination to subdue the small.
U.S.-backed country, which has
been pressing for NATO membership. Russia fended off a
wave of international calls to
observe Georgia's pleas for a
truce, saying it must first be
assured of Georgia's retreat
from South Ossetia,
The United States is campaigning to get Russia to halt its
retaliation and American officials have accused Russia of
using the fighting to try to overthrow the Georgian government.
President Bush, who has
encouraged Georgia's efforts to
join NATO, said he spoke with
Russian
Prime
Minister
Vladimir Putin and the Russian
president.
"I've expressed my grave
concern about the disproportionate response of Russia and
that we strongly condemn the
bombing outside of South
Ossetia,- Bush said in an interview with NBC Sports.
In turn, Putin criticized the
United States for airlifting
Georgian troops back home
from Iraq on Sunday at
Georgia's request.
"It's a pity that some of our
partners instead of helping are
in fact trying to get in the way,"
Putin said at a Cabinet !meting.
"I mean among other things the
United
States
airlifting
Georgia's military contingent
from Iraq effectively into the
conflict zone."
A two-front battlefield would
be a major escalation in the conflict, which blew up Friday after
a Georgian offensive to regain
control of separatist South
Ossetia.
Most Georgian troops are
near South Ossetia, in the center

AP

An unidentified Georgian woman cries in the town ot Gori,
Georgia, just outside the breakaway province of South
Ossetia, today.
of the country along its northern President Dmitry Medvedev
border with Russia, which said Russia has completed "a
would make it difficult for large part of efforts to force
Georgia to repel an offensive Georgian authorities to peace in
from Abkhazia, in the west South Ossetia," a statement that
along the Black Sea.
suggests Moscow could accept
International envoys flew the proposed cease-fire.
into the region late Sunday and
Saakashvili, however, voiced
the U.N. Security Council met concern that Russia's true goal
for the fourth time in as many was to undermine his prodays to try to end the conflict Western government. "It's all
before it spreads throughout the about the independence and
democracy of Georgia," he said
volatile Caucasus.
In Tbilisi, Saakashvili signed during a conference call.
At a U.N. Security Council
a cease-fire pledge Monday proposed by the French and Finnish meeting on Sunday. Russia's
foreign ministers. The EU ambassador to the United
Vitaly
Churkin,
envoys plan to travel from Nationa,
Tbilisi to Moscow later Monday acknowledged there were occato try to persuade Russia to sions when elected leaders
"become an obstacle."
accept it.
Saakashvili said Russia has
Saakashvili had ordered the
halt Sunday after overwhelming sent 20,000 troops and 500
Russian firepower blasted his tanks into Georgia — with sonic
troops out of the South Ossetian troops getting within three miles
capital of Tskhinvaii. but of Gori, located just outside
Russian officials said they saw South Ossetia, before being
no cease-fire on the ground.
repulsed Sunday.
In
Moscow,
Russian
Georgia borders the Black

Sea OCtWt'ell furkey and Russia
and was ruled by Moscow for
most of the two centuries preceding the 1991 breakup of the
Soviet Union. Both South
Ossetia and Abkhazia have run
their own affairs without international recognition since fighting to split from Georgia in the
early 1990s.
Both separatist provinceS
have close ties with Moscow,
while Georgia has deeply
angered Russia by wanting to
join NATO.
Georgia beg in an offensive
to regain control over South
Ossetia overnight Friday with
heavy shelling and air strikes
that ravaged the city of
Tslchinvali. The Russia response
was swift and overpowering —
thousands of troops that shelled
the Georgians until they fled
Tskhinvali on Sunday, and air
attacks across Georgia, some on
facilities far from the site of the
fighting.
The Georgian president said
Russian warplanes were bombing roads and bridges, destroying radar systems Monday and
targeting Tbilisi's civilian airport Sunday night. One Russian
bombing raid struck the Tbilisi
airport area just a half-hour
before the EU envoys arrived,
he said.
Georgia said another hit
Friday near the key BakuTbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline,
which carries Caspian crude to
the West. No supply interruptions have been reported and
Russia denies targeting the
pipeline.
While not addressing reports
of the incursion near Gori,
Nogovitsyn, the Russian general, said Russia had no intention
to move deeper into Georgia.
"We aren't planning any offensive," he said.
Saakashvili later drove to the
outskirts of Gori, a town where
scores of people were killed in
an Russian attack Saturday. He
was joining French Foreign
Minister Bernard Kouchner,
who had just completed a tour of
the destroyed buildings.
As the Georgian president
spoke to reporters next to his
SUV, a member of his security
team shouted "cover him!"
Saakashvili was torn away by
bodyguards and pushed to the
ground. They' piled extra flak
jackets on top of him.
Fearing an air raid, onlookers
fled, looking skyward and
screaming, No jets were seen or
heard.
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